Students prepare new socially
responsible investment policy

IS IT CHRISTMAS ALREADY?

BY JOHN O'KEEFE
Daily Staff Writer

Photo by Tara Kernahan

A happy student tears into his latest package from Mom and Dad.

Financial aid money
temporarily delayed
by DAVID MEYERS
Daily Editorial Board

The roster list of government
moneydesignated for student loans
was late in arriving at the bursar's
office, said Director of Financial
Aid Bill Eastwood.
American Students Assistance
(ASA), the guarantee agency
which sends the government loans
by wire to the University, was late
in sending the list for approximately $300,000 for 160 different
loans. The roster should have been
sent out by ASA on Sept. 28, but it
was not received at the University
until Wednesday morning.
"We don't get checks from
them," said Eastwood. ''They wire
us the money and send tapes and
rosters by express mail."
One student who has been affected by this delay is graduate
student Mary Robb. "I had to go
get two emergency student loans
to pay for my rent because my
Stafford Loan was late," she said.
ASA repeatedly told Robb and
representatives of the University
that the roster list had been sent by
Federal Express had arrived at
Tufts but no one was able to track
it down.
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Robb said that she has made
repeated phone calls to the bursar's
office, Eastwood, and ASA but
was unsuccessful in finding her
money. She said that the bursar's
office agreed to release money to
her if the Office of Financial Aid
approved the transaction. Robb
then went to the office to seek
approval but was denied. "My financial advisor said, 'I don't care,
I'm not releasing the money.'"
"She [Robb] thinks its a runaround but the bursar's office has
been on the phone every day trying to get the money. Every school
and guarantee agency in the country is running behind of schedule
because of the new regulations
passed by Congress. It's been a
year in hell, but ASA is one oithe
best," Eastwood said.
"Bill Eastwood was very nice
to me. He said that everyone is
waiting for the money to arrive.
He also said that the bursar wanted
to get rid of me [for constantly
calling]," Robb said.
The bursar's office told Robb
that ASA found the roster list in its
office and immediately sent it to
Tufts, allowing the loan money to
be released yesterday.

A group of concerned students
have drafted a "Policy Regarding
Socially Responsible Investing"
to be submitted to the Board of
Trustees, according to Andrew
Epstein, co-chair of Tufts Environmental Consciousness 'Outreach (BCO). Epstein collaborated
with three other students to write
this policy as an alternative to a
similar policy released by Executive Vice President Steven Manos
in September.
The issue of revising Tufts' investment policies arose from controversy surrounding th~
university's holdings in HydroQuebec. Hydro-Quebec is a
Canada-based company which
plans to build a hydro-electric
power plant on James Bay. Many'
students have expressed concern
over the proposed complex, which
will result in the flooding of lands
traditionally inhabited by the Cree
Indians.
Manos drafted his "Policy Regarding Social Policy Factors in
Investing" after repeated student
protests calling for the University
to divest itself of Hydro-Quebec
bonds. Manos noted that while the
primary objective of the investment policy is to maximize Iongterm total return, the University is
willing to consider modifying its
policies "to reflect core values or
moral principles of the [Tufts]
community."
Epstein stated that the policy
drafted by Manos had to be revised because it "wasn't strong

principles and core values of the
enough."
"Thecurrentpolicy's main goal University.. .including environis to make money. There is no mental responsibility, respect for
committee in place to insure that human rights, and non-discrimithe Trustee's investments are so- nation."
The policy outlines the Trustcially and environmentally responsible," Epstein said.
ees primary investment objective
Epstein added thatManos' pro- as "seek[ing] a prudent financial
posal lacks any substantive return in line with the University's
changes. According to this policy, objectives." The literature reads,
the University will only consider "this policy does not preclude the
modifying its investments in "rare Trustees from determining, from
and exceptional circumstances... time to time, that investments in
when there appears to be consid- certain companies or industries
erable, thoughtful, and sustained may be undesirable no matter how
campus interest in an issue."
attractive the potential return."
"This is a mass of bureaucratic
The student authors plan to meet
fluff. The only way that issues can with Vice President Manos tomorbe addressed is if there is a major row afternoon to discuss their difcampus protest, and even then, the ferences of opinion.
Trustees must form committees to
"It looks like a positive situastudy the situation. The aim ofthis tion. I think that the meeting topolicy is to stall any issues that morrow indicates a positive s~ep
might arise with the hope that stusee ECO, page 12
dent interest will die down,"
Epstein said.
According to the co-authors of
the student proposal, they feel that
their policy is proactive rather than
reactive. "Our proposal establishes a permanent committee on
investor responsibility which will
investigate and review all ofTufts'
investments on a regular basis and
report back to the Trustees and the
Tufts community. Rather than
waiting for an issue to become a
major problem, the committee will
consider questions of social responsibility before they arise,"
Epstein said.
The student proposal defines
investment responsibility as folDaily file photo
lowing"certainfundamental moral Allison Feiner

Organizations join to form the
India Earthquake Relief Fund
by ELIN DUGAN
Daily Editorial Board

Late Thursday morning, parts
of Southeast India were struck by
a devastating earthquake which
has left atleast 10,000peopledead,
according to India's official
records. But according to the unofficial estimates of India's village leaders, the quake may be
responsible for up to 30,000
deaths.
Currently, United Nations' relief workers are struggling to restore peace and normalcy to communities which have been left with
approximately 120,000 homeless
and 25 razed schools.
Even in those areas which were
not drastically affected by the
quake, children are too traumatized to attend classes, and the
primary goal ofIndian officials, in
addition to the rebuilding ofhomes
and farms, is to return life to normal for the people who live there.
At Tufts, an effort is underway
to provide this much-needed reliefto the Indian community. While
the US has sent some aid to the
Indian government, partly in the
form of Ambassador Raymond
Flynn, former mayor of Massachusetts, the aid is minimal, according to Rajaram Krishnan, an
organizer of the India Earthquake
Relief Fund at Tufts.
The ReliefFund is ajoint effort
of Tufts' Center for South Asian

and Indian Ocean Studies, and a
student group, Tufts Association
of South Asians.
What India needs most,
Krishnan says, is money, not materials. "In India, you can buy
stuff, but you need the money. If
people send materials, [Indians]
will need to provide transportation, which will require more
money and clog the roadways,"
Krishnan said. He added that India is able to acquire the materials
it needs to rebuild, but it does not
have the funds.
The Relief Fund is considering
five or six different organizations
to which its collected monies will
.begiven, but has not decided upon
one, according to Krishnan. The
Relief Fund will consider a number of factors in choosing an orga
nization,
including
the
organization's practical interests
in the area, and its long-term relief
plans. Also, "the amountofmoney
[received] will dictate which organization receives the funds,"
Krishnan said.
"Different organizations have
different levels of funding," he
said.
According to Krishnan, the
Relief Fund does not wish to announce which organizations are
being considered because it does
not want to get anyone's hopes up.
''We could get a lot ofmoney or
we could get none," he said.

Krishnan emphasized that the
Relief Fund will not donate its
collected money to India's Prime
Minister ReliefFund, because that
would mean risking corruption and
misplacement of the funds.
"That would be taking the easy
way out. It may take three months,
but we will be certain that the
money is going to the right places,"
Krishnan said.
In addition to monitoring the
placement of the funds, the Earthquake Relief Fund will demand
that receiving organization eventually provides the fund with a
detailed account of how much
money was raised and where it
went, so that contributors will
know exactly how much they
helped.'
Finally, Krishnan offered his calculations to the Tufts community.
"If we consider that there are
about 5,000 students at Tufts, and
that each one donates $10, that is
$50,000. In India, where the US
dollar is strong compared to the
Indian rupee, $50,000 will go a
hell of a long way," Krishnan said.
Krishnan added that he hopes
that in the future it will not take a
tragedy like the Indian earthquake
to spur students to action.
"1' d like to think that I'm organizing this effort not only because
I am a South-East Asian," he said,
see EARTHQUAKE, page 14
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MOSCOW (AP) -- President Boris Yeltsin
followed his bloody victory over hard-line
lawmakers with a demand Wednesday that
opponents in the provinces resign, and he
yanked the ceremonial guard from Lenin's
Tomb -- a symbolic but potent blow against
Communist holdovers.
In a stem, commanding voice on nationwide television, Yeltsin said elections
should be held in December for every legislative body in the country -- not just for a
new national parliament as he previously
decreed, but for new regional and local
councils as well.
His aim clearly was to use the momentum ofMonday's.climactic battle with hardliners from the dissolved parliament to
sweep his opponents out of office in cities
and regions from Karelia in the west to
Kamchatka in the Far East.
The rifle-toting guards who kept a stonefaced vigil at Lenin's Tomb on Red Square
were unceremoniously withdrawn.
They did not even march away in their
customary goose step. They simply waved
their white-gloved hands at tourists and
walked away from the red granite and black
marble mausoleum -- the pantheon ofcommunism where generations of Politburo
members stood on holidays.
Police said that for the time being, the
body of Bolshevik: leader Vladimir Lenin
would remain in its glass sarcophagus for
tourists to see.
For 18 months, Yeltsin has struggled for

power with diehard communists, extreme
nationalists and would-be populists who
bemoan and resist his painful economic
reforms.
The confrontation climaxed Monday
when government tanks and troops stonned
the white marble parliament building. Lawmakers and their heavily armed, paramilitary supporters had holed up there for two
weeks, defying Yeltsin's decree to disband.
Officials were still considering Wednes- .
day what charges t9 bring against the hardline leaders, parliament speaker Ruslan
Khasbulatov and Vice President Alexander
Rutskoi. They were being held in the highsecurity Lefortovo Prison. If convicted of
treason, they could get the death penalty.
DuringWednesday's 15-minuteaddress
on primetime TV, Yeltsin said everyone
who had taken up arms against the government wou~d be prosecuted to the full extent
of the law.
He also said the national parliament had
received "all kinds of hinted assurances of
support" from local and regional councils,
called "soviets." .
He stopped short of dissolving the hundreds of soviets, the equivalent of state
legislatures and city councils in the United
States. But he pressed them to disband
voluntarily and agree to new elections on
Dec. 12.
"I think the soviets ... must take a dignified and courageous decision to dissoJve
themselves and leave peacefully, with ci-

vility, without shocks and scandal," he said
Yeltsin called Sunday's rioting in Mos
cow a "communist-fascist" revolt stirred
up by parliament. But he also said "my soul
aches" over the high cost of Monday's
retaliatory tank barrage.
Yeltsin has declared Thursday a na
tional day ofmourning for the dead on both
sides. Russian newspapers have estimated
the toll at more than 300. City health au
thorities confinned more than 100 dead
and predicted the total would rise as sol
diers searched the shattered interior of the
parliament building, known as the White
House.
Life was returning to nonnal in Mos
cow, with fewer roadblocks and tanks on
the streets. Yeltsin announced that he had
lifted censorship of the mainstream press
which he admitted was an "excessive'
measure. Opposition newspapers, however,
remained banned.
Moscow also remained under a curfew,
and police combed the city for snipers who
escaped from the siege ofthe White House
No more shooting was reported, and offi
cials said random street searches had dras
tically reduced crime in the capital.
Yeltsin showed his gratitude to the armed
forces by opening a meeting ofhis Security
Council in the Kremlin with a discussion of
a new military doctrine. Senior officers
have been frustrated by indecision about
the military's future role, size, cost, arma
ments and strategy.

Advocates call for swift action on bill for
more affordable. housing in Boston area
BOSTON (AP) -- Supporters of a $299
million bond bill that would finance lowincome housing say the need for affordable
homes has become an emergency.
"There is very silent, but very real, pain
going on out there," Sen. Diane Wilkerson,
D-Boston, said Wednesday.
The bill would create housing for hundreds ofpeople on waiting lists throughout
the state.
The measure would allow public housing renovation, housing for special needs
and elderly people, fund programs to remove lead from apartments and allow the
state to buy foreclosed properties. It also
would qualify the state for more than $100
million in federal matching funds.
Supporters said the initiative would create thousands of jobs in construction and

other industries over the next three years,
and increase state tax revenues by $3.7
million a year.
Members of the Massachusetts Affordable Housing Alliance, a coalition ofsome
140 advocacy groups statewide, fanned
throughout the Statehouse to lobby legislators on the bill, which is now before the
House Ways and Means Committee.
The advocates said Weld has been insensitive to their concerns, often saying
there was no moneyfor such a project.
Rep. Marc Draisen, D-Boston, pointed
out that Weld has filed bond bills of $565
million to build new prisons, and $700
million to build a convention center and
sports stadium in Boston.
Acting Mayor Tom Menino said that
building a new prison "wasn't the way to

go" when the money could be used for
housing.
Weld
spokeswoman
Virginia
Buckingham said the Republican governor
had not made up1liS nurutaboutme fioUSmg,..---bond bill.
"He'll take a look at it when it gets to his
desk," Buckingham said. "He has to look a
the cost."
According to MAHA, the state passed
four housing bond bills in the 1980s total
ing about $1 billion to build and maintain
about 50,000 units of public housing.
Menino and his opponent in the Boston
mayoral race, Rep. James Brett, both sup
ported the bond bill. Brett, a Democrat
from the city's Dorchester neighborhood
was one of the bill's cosponsors.

Rabin and Arafat complete first official
peace conference, designate committees
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) -- Yitzhak Rabin
and Yasser Arafat got down to the business
of turning words of peace into reality
Wednesday, but there were signs that generations of enmity would not be easy to
erase.
The Israeli prime minister and Palestine
Liberation Organizationleader had no handshake for the cameras at their first official
meeting, which ended with separate news
conferences.
Still, the longtime adversaries said their
90-minutemeeting at Egypt's Unity Palace
was constructive. And they announced the
fonnation of four committees to work out
the details oflast month's accord on limited
Palestinian self-rule in Israeli-occupied territories.
The task ofmaking peace, already hard,
will be made more difficult by continuing
violence in the occupied lands. And as at
the Sept. 13 signing on the White House
lawn in Washington, the prime minister's
frostiness toward the pLO chief was noticeable.
Rabin and Arafat sat in chairs about six
feet apart when photographers. entered.
After some urging, the two men moved to a
couch and sat on opposite sides of the
Egyptian president, Hosni Mubarak.
But Rabin refused photographers' requests to shake Arafat's hand in front ofthe

cameras, although his aides said the two
later shook hands in private.
Rabin's coolness recalled his reluctance

to take Arafat's hand as the PLO chief
thrust it out when they met briefly for the
signing of the peace pact.
But it was the prime minister who asked
for the meeting, out of concern, Israeli
officials said, that only a high-level encounter could put the accord into motion.
He was also worried that without quick
implementation, the pact that is to lead to a
permanent solution ofthe Palestinian problem could be undennined by persisting
unrest in the occupied territories.
Israel started cracking down on Palestinian fugitives in the occupied West Bank
and Gaza last week, arresting more than 50
suspects, killing three and damaging homes
with antitank missiles.
In addition, Muslim extremists opposed
to the accord have attempted three suicide
attacks in the past month, including one on
Monday that wounded 30 Israelis.
The date ofthe Cairo meeting was laden
with historical significance. Twenty years
ago, Egypt and Syria launched a surprise
attack on Israel that lay the groundwork for
the 1979 peace treaty between Israel and
Egypt.
But Oct. 6 is also another anniversary
that helps explain how difficult Arab-Is-

raeli peacemaking can be. On that date in
1981, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat was
killed by Islamic radicals.

Apparently there were some pleasant
ries at the Cairo meeting. "We are cousins,'
Arafat remarked twice to Rabin, Israel tele
vision reported.
.
Rabin said the talks centered on "how to
get the wagons mOVing" on an Israeli army
pullout and self-rule for Palestinians in the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank town of
Jericho.
"I-believe it's a very good beginning
toward implementation of the declaration
of principles," Rabin added, referring to
the accord.
Arafat declared the meeting "useful and
positive" and said the two sides hoped "to
transfer what we agreed upon on paper
easily and smoothly onto the ground."
A ministerial-level liaison committee
will meet next Wednesday in Cairo and a
second panel will meet the same day in the
northern Sinai resort of Taba to discuss the
implementation of autonomy.
A third team made up of peace negotia
tors will discuss elections for a council that
would run health, education, and social
services in the autonomous areas. A fourth
committee will be fonned 'to discuss ecosee CONFERENCE, page 13
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1996, the year of the Republican ,Rehabilitating God
by Josh Goldfarb

took a hard turn to the Christian
right, unable to realize that the
Ask any Republican you know conservative moral issues were no
what he or she thinks will happen longer in favor with the majority
to the Democratic party in 1996, of America. Most independents
and he or she will probably laugh were afraid of radicals such as Pat
and say something like, ''They will Buchanan and Pat Robertson, and
get killed in the elections." Cer- chose to give someone else a shot
tainly, the "revolution" 'of 1992 at fixing the state of America.
has so far turned out to be a bust.
Obviously, Bill Clinton won
But Republicans don't have the and has been our president for
election in the bag yet and if they close to a year. I can say that! am
aren't careful they could fall into most disappointed with his perforthe same Democratic trap of the mance so far. I haven't written him
1980, 1984, and 1988 elections. offyet, but I know I am looking for
They have to nominate a moderate an alternative in '96, and I know
about 85 million other voters out
president.
The Democrats tried in the there agree with me. But who will
1980s to nominate liberals who the alternative be? Anyone with
ran on a variety of fringe issues. an IQ over twelve would discount
The problem the Democrats had' Ross Perot as too paranoid, unprein the party was a lack ofdirection. pared, offending, and so on. That
There were no great party figures leaves the Republican Party.
Bob Dole -- The surprise will
to look to, and the party itself had
moved to the left of the political be that he will pull out of the race
mainstream. The only way they much earlier than most people
could have won in 1992 was to would think. Dole has a few facnominate someone who could aptors working against him. He is a
peal to the independents of very cold speaker whose words
America. So they nominated a seldom inspire anyone except the
moderate young southerner, iffid Fortune 500. He is seen by many
the Democrats' chances looked as the protector of the rich. As
well, he is on temporary high after
hopeful.
Unfortunately for the GOP, the
shining in the Budget debates.
party, by 1992, had fractured into When NAFTA gets passed (and it
two pieces: the Christian right and will) and Clinton starts winning
the economic right. George Bush some more Congressional battles,
Dole will start appearing more and
Josh Goldfarb is a sophomore more as the obstructionist of the
majoring in Political Science and Senate, as Dole has the problem of
French.
.
having a very high negative rating

in the polls. He will be in his mid70s by the time he runs. All of
these factors contribute to a short
bid for the presidency.
Dan Quayle -- Unbelievable but
true. Dan is bac~ in the running
and will probably do better than
most think. He is a fierce competitor who knows how to win. Unfortunately, he is riot highly regarded
in the GaP and has too .small a
base of support. Most of ~e conservative business intereSts would
probably support Kemp, and that.
doesn't leave him with much.
'
Phil Gramm -- Texas Senator
and one time Democrat Does he
have a chance ofbeing nominated?'
He has an electability' problem
which starts with his speaking ability and ends with his anger str~illc
Gramm is definitely a favorite,
though. Many voters like his efforts to tackle the over-sized bUreaucracy and see him as a winner.
A certain contender.
Jack Kemp -- Most would say
that he will be the likely winner of
the nomin.ation. I say most people
are wrong. What power base does
Kemp draw from? Where has his
voice been? I don't see him uniting the party, nor do I see him as a
strong enough voice to carry the
nomination. Yet, unlike many of
the other Republicans wannabe
candidates, he has a good chance
of appealing to the mainstream of
America. A good-looking' man

Most people loved Jurassic Park for the special effects. I loved it
for the summation of Western civilization as it stands today. These
lines were utt~n~d by one ofthe characters as he was entering the park:
"God created Dinosaur.
God killed Dinosaur.
God created Man.
.Man killed God.
Man created Dinosaur."

NaifAI-Mutawa
Anti-Septic

Michael Cricnton's allegory of modem life in the Western world
is very, accurate. time and time again Western scientists have come
up with ideas that no one else has come up with, and they have called
it advancement. All that Western scientists have figured out how to do
is maxirriize ecological damage. For this, one needs not a brain, one
needs to kill God.
The issue here is not whether or not God exists. The issue is that
America is acting as ifGod does not exist. Too many times have I seen
the slogan "Life is short. Play Hard," or "Why not? You only live
once." Man has become prey to his own impulses within peer groups
that are also prey to their impulses. This seems to be the state that the
Western world is in. Since people feel that they won't be held
accountable for their actions, anything goes. If man does not feel
accountable for his actions, then he will resort to anything. Western
thinkers have overcome this situation by redefining man as a rational
creature. But is Ii~? .
.
'Sporadic vl01~nce and deterioration of values are widespread in
America. But who is to blame? Can we blame the idea of God?
Both the Old and the New Testaments have umpteen hundred
contradictions within their texts. Each one of these changes was to
serve some sort of political end. The church has let the people down
repeatedly and is trying to figure out how they are to regain the
following of these peoples.
,
""
In the middle ages, the church literal).y sold passes to heaven to
those who would pay in cash. These' are the ethics that are the
foreground of modem day Christianity. Further, the Church of England was founded 'on the basis of one King's wishes for a divorce.
Now, the~t; ~s scandal after scandal of child-abusing priests. If you
see GOP, page 10
,,
Ciffi'.ttiust your priest, then who can you tntst?These are surely times
.::", ' of trouble'for the remains of the moral fabric of Western society. In
Christianity it has repeatedly.beenthe people who put words in God's
mouth. Christianity has lost touch with'what and who God is. ,
.v " ;
.' , R~ligion has.be;t?~ referredto as the drug ofthe masses. Life is hard
this is what they want. Dave told ' ',eryotle held the same'beliefs'antl.: and people need relief from'these hardships. No onewill argue 'with
me that I cannot blame the stupid- . ,same "Values, and behaved in the this point. For thoseofuswnoare religious, we pray to God in our time
ity and ignorance ofsociety on the same way. In other words, to'atlCO·
d advert'Isers. H"
t ,'I',t of need and our faith' numbs us to the cruelty of the world. However,
medlaan
elsnght. rately defin'e a thl'ng as pe..J:,ec'
U'
However I replied that by not had to have an established set of since people have lost faith in the drilgging effect ofreligion they have
' t
t th t .
characten'stl'cS. There"ore, for an- turned away from the church and have turnedto sex, drugs and rock
l'
anrl-roll. This is the newfound faith of the Western world.
actmg 0 coun er a Ignorance
'
c
other thing to be perfect, it,must
'
'
and taking advantage ofthe publl
Above areithe ethics th,at are the forefront of modem day capital"or profl't they were indirectly also have the samecharacten,·stics.
l'
,
ism where money COples first. I only see two ways in which to look at
feeding the problem. I said, "Yes,
Thus this definition of perfec, Dave, you're right, I cannot blame tion implies total conformity and this problem. If our lives as human beings today are worth more than
the ignorance of society on the exact replication or mimicry. To those of generations to come, then we are doing the right thing.
media and advertisers. But there is then extrapolate this definition However, if all lives are equal, then what we'are doing is very wrong.
Technological advancement has become the new measure of a
a problem with all ofsociety; there back to a society would imply a political entity's status, and material wealth has become the measure
is a fault that runs throughout our world of clones that were all concollectiveexistence. There is much forming to and mimicking the per- ofpersonal status. Technology in the hands of people who do not feel
accountable amounts to genocide.
ignorance and lack of education fect model at the ultimate expense
and we all need to work to change of individuality and creativity.
Perhaps the most common argument on the side of technology is
that of medical advancement. Today, we have a life expectancy at
it, each group, each individual."
Dave and I came to the ~ame conAnd it was here that "Dave clusion: the state of perfection is least twice as long as our ancestors and this i~ thanks to modern day
I
medicine. Fair enough, we are living twice as long, but at whose
pointed out the fault in my logic. I actually an imperfect state, and expense? Ifour predecessors lived to age 35, and we are living to age
was placing my own moral and therefore can never be reached.
75, things look pretty favorable. But our living to age 75 is guaranteevalue J'udgments on society. My
Butlm";ntal'nthatthequest"or
....
l'
ing the extinction of our species at our own hands.
judgments are mine and may be the perfection -- or maybe I should
Even the medicines that are used today are technological advancecorrect in my view, but they are call it the "betterment" -- of soci- ments that may well have harmed the environment in one way or
still only my opinions, and those ety is like the mathematical defini- another. The dentists' chemicals and the surgeon's plastic gloves are
,opinions may not match up with tion of the limit: while you cannot both detrimental to the earth. Chemotherapy and radioactivity have
i those ofsociety as a whole. And he ever really get to the specifi~d saved present.lives and have annihilated future ones. Thus, as a
is right. Beliefs and biases are part point, you can always take a step collective being, we have not prolonged our life, we have shortened
of us as humans and they are what closer to that point, no matter how
makes us unique individuals. I small the step. I feel that all indi- it. Some argue that pollution is unavoidable. As sad as it is, if we
become l'mpassl'oned and that vl'duals should contrl'bute to the continue the way that we are, there is no future for our species.
slants my arguments. But that also solution ofour society's ignorance Pollution is no longer a Western phenomenon. It is now international.
defines who I am. And I am, of and illiteracy. And I still believe The problem with power is that the powerful redefine the weak's
course, not perfect (and thankfully that it is wrong to feed off of it. We values and goals. Thus, we are all racing towards destruction together.
so). So says Dave.
have decided as creat~res to livt: The only thing that can stop this rush towards destruction is belief in
Dave and I have discussed the in civilization, not in the' wild,
a higher power; Man has proven only too well that he is not a rational
idea of perfection before and both presumably because we have deof us have come to the conclusion termined that civilization is better. being and if strike one was in the garden of Eden, then strike two
H'
d th t d ,.
surely must have been the industrial revolution. The sad part is that
that l't l'S a state that can never be
avmg ma e a eClSl,on we whenstrike three comes, no one will be around to witness the fact that
achieved. We surmised that a perwe, as a species, have struck out.
see THINKIN~, page 10
fect society would mean that ev-

_ _"_"__ I was just thinking...
by Peter L. Miller
.. My roommate and I just had a
monumental argument. Itwas very
loud, boisterous, animated, heated
and emotionally intense. We got
angry, impassioned, and riled. We
interrupted each other and we were
rude to each other. But most importantly we had fun discovering
ourselves.
We were discussing the media
and the news, and the apathetic
state of our society. I said that a
certain news anchorman truly irritatedme; I cannot stand him. Dave,
my roommate, asked me why, so I
told him that I didn't like the
anchorman's self-centered attitude, his sensationalism, and what
I termed his flare for the melodramatic.
All of the news, I told Dave, is
hyped and "hollywoodized," as in
the particular instances ofthe Gulf
War and the recent hurricane. I
told him further that I did not like
the media for not reporting the
"real" news decently, honestly, and
accurately, without bias or slant.
Dave responded that "hollywoodization" is exactly what
people want, at which point I became really heated. I feel that it is
partly the fault of the media and
advertisers that they allow and
encourage society to believe that
Peter L Miller is a sophomore,
majoring in mechanical engineer.
ing.

"Express yourself," said Ms. Ciccone. 'And you knew right away
what she was talking about. It wasView'poiilts. And she'spoke truly.,
So you called ,Michael· at theq~ily ~fti.c~~,§27-3090.
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S NIGHT

at the
Teele Square Pub,
1133 Broadway, Somerville
An Eat, Drink, and Dance Fest for
all Tufts students. over 21 years of age.
Every Thursday Night, 8:00pm 'til closing

in our infamous Cave.
All you can Drink and Eat (' til gone) .
8:00pm'ti110:00pm

"

~

Eats: chicken wings
Drinks: Bud, Bud Light Drafts,
Bacardi, Vodka, Gin
Damage: only $10.00,
after 10:00pm no buffet, regular prices
I

,

-You must be a college or grad student
-Proper ID required along.
with Tufts identification

'
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Donate your driving

Fortune Favors 1:05's
I've been told in at least four of my classes at excessively inebriated freshmen who cling to the
Tufts (interestingly, all of them meeting in blocks at floor to hold them to the ground and insist that some
or before 11:30) that the amount of entropy in the stairways go up and some stairways go down and
universe is increasing, so I wasn't so surprised when the stairway in front of them is going nowhere
special at all.
I saw a piano fall
"I believe you have made an assumption, by
from the roof of a assuming that class will not take place."
Rachel Levine
building not too
Hold your ground. Never let them see you sweat.
DoThey Eat It Raw far from Copley "No, I wanted to check with you fITst about the next
Square. Oddly time class will occur and where and for how long of
enough, when I had seen the massive beast, clutch- a duration I can expect this phenomena to happen."
ing to the two ropes that held her above the ground,
The word "phenomena" has such a nice ring to
the little neurons and dopamine in my brain sent a it, makes one sound like a scientist and a pseudovivid image of one rope snapping and with a treach- intellectual.
"Didn't you get a course listing in the mail from
erous honk, the piano tumbling to the pavement
below. And then I thought, "I really, really need to the Office of the Registrar?" Nice return by profespee." (Which mayor may not be related to any ofthe sor.
Hit it back hard. "It might have gotten lost in the
events now described.)
I did not anticipate, however, the pregnant sec- mail."
"Oh."
ond during which the piano actually just hung in
Go for the kill now. Here's your chance to score.
mid-air, time frozen, before the piano's plunge. The
bewildered "movee"s poked then- heads over the "You know how unreliable mail is. See, people
side, like lemmings anticipating theirjump, mourn- always assume that something will work -- somefully examining the remaining pile of fIrewood. thing that has proved itself untrustworthy time and
Tragic, perhaps, is the word to describe the incident. time again, because they have to place their faith in
Assuming, ofcourse, that the piano held some value something, much like..." and spiel at length about a
for someone somewhere and was notjust being sent subject your professor is profoundly interested in.
At this point in the game, the professor will
peacefully to its unglorifIed death at the Somerville
probably be either very charmed with your wittidump.
It is not the piano incident that struck me, but ness, eagerness, and persistence, and will offer to
rather, the chance aspect of the entire event. For write you all the grad school recommendations you
example, why was I stuck in Jordanna's car, in could possibly dream of, OR, will become annoyed
traffic, in Copley, on that specifIc street, at that and unsubtly ask you to stay as far away from his or
specifIc light when clearly I should have been sitting her line of vision for as long as possible, or at least
in the campus center, staring mindlessly out a win- until the next ice age.
dow at the faultless blue sky, worrying about my
Then again, you can't really count on any defIgrowing hunger, hoping for a meeting to end as nite response, since that would be betraying the
quickly as possible. True, I had gone to see the laws set by this column - although, perhaps if I
Rubens' exhibit at the MFA, but why did I choose break the very laws I have created, I further my
that specifIc day to go, with those specifIc people, at point... Does it matter? I am getting caught in one of
that specifIc time...et cetera, et cetera.
those logical dilemmas, much like Thoreau's "Live
Point made. One can always look back and in the present and think for yourself." Think about
----I'r"'e"'as"'o"n...--ro"'u;T"I Why decisions are made, but at the it.
moment of decisiveness, there is an element of
Since you can't be certain about anything, exuncertainty - of the possibility that a different cept maybe uncertainty, there's nothing that you
decision can be made, future altered, the road less have to do, have to be doing, shouldn't do, or
travelled by taken, and that one can never be certain shouldn't be doing. After all, you can't be guarantee
where one choice or the other shall lead.
any sort of results, or lack of results. I can't even
Basically, assume nothing. Though you may not promise that death and taxes thing. (To avoid taxes,
be right, you can never be wrong.
hide up in the mountains or set yourselfup sweet on
This is a legitimate excuse for missing eight- a Caribbean Island and live off the fruits of nature.
thirties.
And as far as death goes, one need only read the
Suavely, approach miffed professor in question, Weekly World News at the local Star market to fInd
your Godel, Escher, Bach book in hand (a nice out how favorites such as Elvis and JFK have
touch). Seat your buttocks down in the Groveler's escaped the scythe of the grim reaper and are now
chair, shaped to fIt any pair of cheeks due to the killing time in an RV in Waco, Texas, avoiding the
myriad of pre-med students coming to discuss the tax thing.)
fIner points of their fInal exams from last semester.
So, when all things go right, or all things go
Give your best of all "ahems" and wait for some wrong, you miss a class, your psychotic boyfriend
version of response. A grunt or a shake of the head calls at 3:00 a.m., you win the Publisher's Clearing
or even the dropping of a paper is acceptable. The House, you discover that gravity is a hoax, or you
verbal volley has begun.
just happen to see a piano falling from the roof of a
"I couldn't make it to class today," you can say, building when you should be somewhere else, fret
serious-like.
not. Greater forces mayor may not be involved and
Professor looks up from behind a pile of papers. there's little you can do to affect the matter. Just take
Continue, not missing a beat, "I have given up care of yourself by shrugging your shoulders and
assumptions, and I just could not bring myself to putting on a knowing hey-I-expected-it-anyway
assume that class would take place in the same smile because those in the medical profession claim
classroom at the same time it always does."
that little stress lowers your blood pressure and
A very clever professor will raise an eyebrow in reduces the risk for a heart attack, though I can't
the skeptical look so often given by blase juniors to guarantee that with one-hundred percent surety.

G

Contributing Writer

Do you have a driver's license?
Volunteer drivers are needed by
the American Cancer Society's
Road to Reco,:ery program to
transport cancer patients to their
chemotherapy and radiation treatments.
Qualifications to volunteer include being a safe licensed driver
of any age, having a car that is in
good condition, and having proper
insurance coverage. One should
also be sensitive to the patient's
needs, which includes being tactful in both conversation and attitude. A volunteer must also be
emotionally stable, friendly, and
compassionate. The confIdentiality rule is extremely important,
and volunteers must strictly adhere to it.
Drivers can volunteer as much
or as little of their time as they
choose. Patients need to be driven
anywhere from right around the
comer from their homes in their
own community to halfway across
the state in order to receive treatment. The only necessary commitment for volunteer drivers is to
attend a training session andoncea-month planning sessions of the
American Cancer Society.
Cancer is a disease that involves
the uncontrolled reproduction of

abnormal cells. These cancer cells
tend to become detached from each
other. When this happens, they are
free to establish new cancerous
growths in other parts of the body.
Therefore, given the uncontrollable nature of cancer, radiation
and chemotherapy are necessary
in order to stop the disease from
spreading throughout the victim
and taking his or her life.
In Massachusetts alone, 30,500
new cases of cancer are discovered each year. Sadly, some of
these cancer patients cannot get to
their treatments. This is why safe
drivers ofany age are much needed
to volunteer their services.
The Leonard Carmichael
Society's Cancer Outreach program is presently not planning any
events to promote the Road to
Recovery program on campus,
according to Cancer Outreach coordinator Cosima Lux. However,
Lux says that ifthe American Cancer Society asks Cancer Outreach
to help in any way, it defInitely
will.
If you are interested in volunteering in the Road to Recovery
program, or if you simply would
like to fInd out more information
about it, call Julie Wilensky at the
local chapter ofACS at (617) 643see CANCER, page 9

Yale professor to lead
today's two seDlinars
by JULIE SHORT
Daily Staff Writer

The newly formed Center for
Interdisciplinary Studies is hosting Hazel Carby, professor of African American studies at Yale
University to speak at the opening
reception for the center and to lead
two seminars for the newly created Forum Series for Campus
Dialogue.
The center combines the departrnents ofAmerican, Women's,
Environmental, Peace and Justice,
Asian, and World Civilizations
studies, and is now located on the
first floor of Eaton Hall.
According to Sociology Professor Paul Joseph, the purpose of
the Center is to allow "better coordination between individual programs." American, Women's, Environmental, Peace and Justice,
Asian, and World Civilization
studies have existed on campus
separately, but the new Center allows for the "strengthening of the
commonalities between them."
Joseph also added that the Center
facilitates "scholarship, research,
teaching, and 'the involvement of
students."
In addition to bein~ the open-

ing speaker for the new Center for
Interdisciplinary Studies, Carby
will lead two seminars to help in. troducetheForumSeriesforCampus Dialogue. According to Ken
Archer, co-chair of Tufts Lecture
Series, the purpose of the Forum
Series is to allow for discussion of
topics such as race and gender.
Carby will be heading two semi. nars, entitled ''Multiculturalism on
Campus" and "Depictions ofMasculinity in Popular Culture." The
latter discussion will focus primarily on the two popular movies,
Grand Canyon and Lethal Weapon

3.
The new lecture series will be
"a year-long discussion of race
. and power, connecting the outside
world to the inside world of the
university," Joseph said. ''We're
looking to build understanding
within the community and within
ourselves."
According to Archer, the series
I will not simply be six or eight
speakers talking about distinctly
different issues. Each session will
build upon the one before it.
see CARBY, page 10

Office fire safety day

And welcome to the Features page.
We~d like to welcome YOU to all
pa2es~ but there just isn~t enou2h

by ANNIE RISBRIDGER

our
room.

So here~s one 2reat bi2~ fuzzy ~~HfLLO!~~
from all our 20 pa2es today. Have a nice
ThursdaY~ and a nice lon2 weekend.

Offices are faced with two
types of fITe hazards, electrical
and accidental. Theelectrical fIres
involve machines that are used
daily that should be maintained
to lessen the risk of fIre. Copier
machines, computers and typewriters should be cleaned at least
annually. Coffeemachines should
be shut-off at the end of the day.
If you forget, call the Tufts Police
and have them go by and check.
Smoking is the major cause of
accidental fITes. Smoking materials placed in the trash while still
hot will smolder for hours unless
detected. Other accidental fIres

are caused by overloading electrical outlets with too many devices or the improper use of extension cords.
The increase in recycling has
increased the amount ofcombustibles in offices today. Trash and
recycling items should be removed daily to an approved storage area. If you have any questions please contactAssistantFire
Marshal Paul Calderwood atExt.
2745 in Medford.
Please be Fire Safe!
-- Paul E. Calderwood
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Parity strikes the newly-named Men's cross country
Atlantic division of ice hockey continues .to succeed
.Capitals, Islanders, Rangers, and Devils to fight for title
by DOUGLAS KATZ
Daily Editorial Board

In years past the Patrick Division has been one ofthe best in the

This Week in
theNHL
National Hockey League. Teams
that have finished over .500 have
missed the playoffs, in fact, not so
long ago every team finished with
a better record than the third place
finisher in the Adams. The story
today is much different. The newfangled realignment has left this
as the weakest division in hockey.
No one team will be the runaway
winner of the Atlantic (the new
fangled name of the division), but
the arrivals ofFlorida and Tampa
Bay could inflate the records of
the established teams.
Washington Capitals
Every team in the Atlantic Division has some holes, but of all of
the teams in the division the Caps
have the fewest obvious ones. The
21-game absence of Dale Hunter
(due to his clubbing of Pierre
Turgeon) will hurt the team, but of
the offseason acquisition of gritty
Dave Poulin should minimize the
effect of Hunter's loss.
The rest ofthe centerice crew is
a reliable bunch. Fans around the
league may not know' much about
_ _.::.. M. :::;i=ke Ridley, but the eight-year
veteran is well-known to coaches

around the league for his keen blueliners for. the same team to
penalty killing and defensive abili- score over 20 goals each in the
ties, as well as his point-a-game same season. Hatcher's total was
scoring average. Czech Michal eclipsed only by three other
Pivonka centers the European defensemen in the history of the
Line, which features Russians league, Bobby Orr, Paul Coffey,
Dimitri Kristich and Peter Bondra. and Doug Wilson. Calle Johansson
Kristich recovered from an early- and Jason Woolley round out the
season injury and netted 31 goals blueline, and with that much depth
in 64 games. Behind Kristich on .a trade of one of the big two -the portside is former All-Star Iafrate and team captain HatcherRandy Burridge (out all of last, - for a superstar (like maybe Joe
year with an injury) and defensive Sakic, which would make things
specialist Kelly Miller. PatElynuik interesting on both sides of the
needs to rebound from a subpar border).
year in order to spell Bondra on
Goaltending is iffy for the boys
the right side. Alan May, Craig from Landover, with Don Beaupre
Berube, and Todd Krygier pro- and Rick Tabaracci between the
videsgrit, which leaves little room pipes, but University of Wisconfor newly-acquired Keith Acton sin goalie Jim Carey looks like
to even make the team. This team's real McCoy in terms ofgoaltending
hole is that it lacks a superstar 50- prospects.
goal, 70-assist centericeman.
New York Islanders
Whether or not they have one by
What was the Isles' manageseason's end may depend on the ment thinking when they let go of
play ofrookie Brandon Witt. Witt, Mark Fitzpatrick and Glenn
who was the 11th pick overall in Healy? Apparently they were
the 1993 draft, may be one of two, thinking that Ron Hextall is a ma18-year-old defensemen to play in I jor league goaltender. Well, he is,
theNlll.. (Hartford's Chris Pronger . but it's his groin that should be on
being the other). The 6'2", 220 AIArbour'smind.BackupDanny
pound Witt looked impressive in Lorenz has yet to. pr~ve anyt~ing
the preseason and if he makes the at any level, but With time he might
team, and makes it with authority, makeanimpact,andHextall'slame
one of the Caps' talented groin may make him learn in a
defensemen may be playing some- hurry.
The rest of the team is young where else.
Kevin Hatcher (34 goals), Al - very young. All of the Islanders
. Iafrate (25 goals), and Sylvain Cote
see NHL, page 11
I (21 goals) became the first three

by GREGORY YOUMAN
Daily Staff Writer

In what is shaping up to be
possibly their finest season ever,
the Tufts men's cross country team

~ Men's
~X-Country
came away with a 6th place finish
at last Saturday's Codfish Bowl.
The 5.2 mile race, which was run
on the world class Franklin Park
course, saw Albany State, the third
ranked team nationally in Division III, become the overall winner. They were followed by Division II Keane State. The UConn
juniorvarsity team tookthird while
Brandeis and the Coast Guard
preceeded the Jumbos to the finish
line.
For the third time in four weeks,
the fleet-footed Floridian, Camilo
Pereira, was the top finisher for
the Brown and Blue, 24th overall
in 27:10. He was followed by fellow freshman Mike Northrop in
29th place overall, eight seconds
behind his teammate. Jeff Stelnik
who, teammatesjoked, triple knotted his shoes this week to avoid
any further footware loss took
third, 35th overall in.27:26. Senior captain Eric Desautels took
4th place in 27:37 while freshman
Bryan Graham closed out the point
scoring for the Pachyderms with a
5th place finish in 27:39.
Matt Frankel placed 6th in
28:03 while Scott Masiella fin-

ished seventh in 28 :07. Kurt
Severence took 8th in 28:49 while
Matt Greenhawt, who is traditionally an 800-meter runner, had what
teammates described as a "breakthrough race," finishing 9th in
28:54. Mike Harty rounded out
the top 10 with a finishing time of
30:15.
The team as a whole seemed
optimistic about the race. "We
tightened up together as a pack,"
saidfreshman BryanGraham. Only
29 seconds separated the first five
runners as a group, which is a very
impressive statistic considering the
weather was unseasonably warm
with gusts of wind up to 30 miles
per hour.
''This is the fIrst real race we've
run on a tight course," Graham
continued, as he discussed the very
narrow course which is only 4 to 6
feet wide at certain points.
"The pack slowed me down, I
was down to a crawl on Bearcage
Hill," Graham said. For anyone
who is unfamiliar with the infamous Bearcage Hill, it is one-quarter mile of pure hell. The hill,
which is traversed three times over
the 5.2 mile race, is a. steady, nar.row incline that curves around the
bearcage at the Franklin Park Zoo.
That point in the course is a true
test of a runner's preparation and
ability.
The extra-large pack seemed to
be the problem for most of the
Tufts runners. Very few were able
see CROSS COUNTRY, page 12

.Basketball's greatest and Chicago's gelD, Jordan retires
DEERFIELD, Ill. (AP) -- Saying he had reached the pinnacle of
his career and had nothing left to
accomplish, Michael Jordan retired from basketball today -- but
maybe not forever.
"I have achieved a lot in my
short career. Ijustfeel I don't have
anything else to prove," Jordan
said in walking away from the
game after winning seven scoring
titles and leading the Chicago Bulls
to three straight championships.
The 30-year-old superstar -basketball's greatest player and
perhaps the world's most recognizable athlete -- said "it was time'
to move forward, away from
games," but did not rule out a
comeback.
"I'm not making this a 'never'
issue. I'm saying I don't have the
drive right now," Jordan said.
"Five years down the line, ifthe
urge comes back, if the Bulls will
have me and (NBA commissioner)
David Stem lets me back in the
league, I may come back. But that's
a decision I don't have to make at
this moment," Jordan said.
In a news conference at the
Bulls' training center, Jordan said
the murder of his father, James, in
July made him realize that "it can
be taken away from you at any
time."
"I guess the biggest gratification -- I am a very positive person
-- I can get out of my father not
being here today is that he saw my
last basketball game. It is something that we have talked about a
lot," Jordan said. J
His father had urged him to
retire after the Bulls won their first
championship, Jordan said, but "I
felt I still had a lot to prove."
Jordan said he was leaning to-

ward retiring immediately after the
Bulls won their third championship, but wanted to wait until just
before the start of this season "to
see if my heart would change."
He said he discovered "the desire was not there."
The startling announcement
leaves the Bulls withouttheir scoring champion, the NBA without
its glitziest attraction and millions
of fans without the hero who rede-

tion and the sense to prove something as a basketball player, it's
time to leave," he said.
"I never wanted to leave when
my skills started to diminish, because that's when I'd feel the foot
in my back, pushing me out the
door. My skills are still good. I am
not on the downside of my career.
... This is the perfect time for me to
walkaway."
Several of his teammates, in-

cluding Scottie Pippen, Bill
fined standards of excellence.
"I know kids are going to be Cartwright and John Paxson, stood
disappointed, but I hope they can behind him as he sat with his wife,
now understand that Michael Jor- Juanita, and Bulls' owner Jerry
dan was a basketball player who Reinsdorf, at the news conference.
Reinsdorf called it "a bitteralso was a man and had a family
sweet day," but said he was conand did other things," he said.
Jordan said he was secure with vinced that Jordan was doing the
his decision to walk away at the right thing.
"He's living the American
top of his game.
"I have always stressed ... that dream," Reinsdorf said. ''The
when I lose the sense of motiva- American dream is to reach a point

in your life where you don't have and Magic Johnson, dealing the
to do anything you ... don't want to NBA an incalculable loss. With
do."
his slithering drives through the
Jordan's departure came dur- lane, airborne slams and radar 3ing a year of unprecedented per- point shots -- always with the tradesonal success and tragedy. He led mark tongue sticking out of his
the Bulls to a third NBA champi- mouth -- Jordan played the game
onship, but also suffered the loss like no other.
of his father, who was shot and
Asked about the effect on baskilled in North Carolina. Jordan, ketball of losing Bird, Johnson
whose salary and endorsements and Jordan in such a short span,
bring him more than $50 million a Stem said, ''We're still planning to
year, also was dogged by reports open the season on Nov. 5."
of excessive gambling.
Johnson called Jordan's retireJordan said the death of James ment "a big, big loss."
Jordan was not the overriding rea"He probably will come back
son he was quitting.
in one year to show everyone he's
"I probably would have done still the king," Johnson said in
this even if he was here with me," Switzerland, where he was playing an exhibition game. "I think
he said.
Jordan had harsh words for the Michael probably just wants to be
news media, saying it had intruded left alone now. He is tired of being
on his personal life.
under the microscope and just
''When I stepped onto the bas- needs a little time offto be wi tli his
ketball court, there wasn't any- family."
thing left for me to prove. That's
"No one was ever better than
one of the reasons you guys (the him," added Bird.
press) stepped into my private life,"
NBA deputy commissioner
he said, taking a testy and impa- Russell Granik said Jordan teletient tone with reporters.
phoned Stern on Tuesday to say he
"You don't have sympathy for was leaving. On Tuesday night,
normal people sometimes," he Jordan threw out the ceremonial
said. " ... Sometimes you've got- pitch at Comiskey Park for the
ten on my nerves."
opening game of the American
Reinsdorfsaid Jordan ''was held League playoffs between the Chiup to unbelievable standards. He cago White Sox and the Toronto
was asked to do things no one else Blue Jays.
was asked to do."
By the seventh inning, word of
Jordan said he chose to make Jordan's retirement had spread.
the announcement today because Flanked by security guards, Jorhe "wanted to get it over and done dan left the stadium. The White
with before training camp starts, Sox would lose 7-3, but in a city
so that they can start on their own where Jordan is the undisputed
two feet."
king of sports, the baseball 'setThe Bulls open camp Thurs- back was tame stuff.
day.
Fueled by his spectacular play
His departure follows the resee JORDAN, page 12
tirement last year of Larry Bird
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!j' Count~r Help
'(tr,:

Delivery':Dfivers

TUITlON'ASSISTANCE~· $150 EVERY 3 'MONTHS
, Monday - Friday day shifts available.
$6 per hour to start. Drivers earn $10 - $11 per hour.

Apply In person:

...From The Books !
EVERY MONDAY
Free Lessons
7:30 - 9:00 pm.
Monday Midnight Munchies
Enjoy FREE food at Midnight

600 Massachusetts Ave.
ARLINGTON
·To receive the Tuition Assistance, you must be a student of good standing and work a
ninimum o( four :'hour shiftsper week. You must afso submit a copy of your current
lransaipt or other proof of being a full time student.
'

:_~'-~.'

EVERY WEDNESDAY
Ladies Night
Receive 25% off for each lady at
your table. Groups of 4women
,
shoot for FREE!

. ,

NEWSLETTER
'WE ARE YOUR EMPLOYMENT RESOURCE'

Issue No.1

Open 7 days 'til 2 a.m.
21 and over Weds. - Sat.

October, 1993
~ ~

.".\

I -.

'

'"

.

:

617~536-POOL ~ 126 Brookline A ~enue, Bost~n

_...

BOSTON ',WORCIlSTBR. WIlST' SPRINGFIIlLD.

W'Af.l.\~JC~"'"
tr·,.

f...

Any ,~udent interested in
, signing up for the Temp
Service, just stop by the
Student Employment Office
and fill out the appropriate (yet
more) forms.

SOMETHING NEW
ATSEO

,Over thissmm.ner the
Student EP1plo~ent Ofi1ce. :
hasl:lJldergone many change:;;
iri order to be more efficient iiJ.
~elping our stu~entsfinding a
CHECKS !!!
Job to help meet expenses; Our '..:. .IL:! ,: S d
h ks
On-Campus Wod~-sWdy' apA.,., "",;
,tu ent c ec are
.
non work-study,W :t1.oits-!U"~··
"available at SEO. You can plck
Still'in the binders':~or all 'Off,. up your check after 12:00 PM
camp~s pOsitions you can
'. on 'Thursdays and from 9AM
either look through the bOOks ' .
until} 5PM any other day of
or request a counselling
the week.
Atte?tion .:
"
session with one, of" our, peer,
couns~lers. Now that we have
All checks lssued m September
thefITst
will be maile~ to the .address
survived the rush
weeks we have more'tithe to',':on the check lfnot plcked up
by Friday .Octo~r 8th 1993.
help y~u fmd a position that ,
matches your interests, and we
No exceptiOns will be made.
have over 400 jobs to choose
DIRECT ?EPOSIT .
from. S~ stop by and see what
We handl~ Drrect I?eposlt for
all th fu s over the
all banks m the Uruted States.
Just fill out a Direct Depo~t
re is::ati~n forms was all
a;'ut.'
form and .attach a blank v01d~
check to It. Now you can avold
the Thursday rush for, your
JUST WANT TO WORK
check
and save on the
EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE?
horrendous deposit fees for out
NEED A STUDENT FOR A
, of state banks. Try it, it works '
SMALL JOB?
for us!
We offer a Temp Service
c, , , ' : :

,,',

or

for aU departments and OffCampus employers. If you
need short-term help for a
project, we have over 50
students that are willing to
earn a couple of extra bucks. If
you want to post a Temp job
with us just give us a call and
we will try to fmd you a
student as quickly as possible.,

ALL NEW STUDENT
WORKERS!
Make sure you filled out
all the forms necessary; these
include an Authorization form,
a W-4 fonD. for your tax status
and the famous 1-9 form. For
the 1-9 y'ouneed to Stop by the
Student Employment Office:
;,
,':,.

'

j

with proper ldentificatiOn. mis
required for the 1-9 are either
your pa~rt, or a picture ID
AND your Social Security card
or a copy of your Birth
Certificate. International
students need their passport
and proper papers.
We cannot accept two picture
ID's.
Also check that we have your
proper mailing address on the
check.

'ALL EMPLOYERS !!
There will be an early cut
off for Payroll the week
before Columbus Day
weekend. For your student
employees to receive a check
on Thursday October 14th all
time sheets have to be turned
in by 3:30pm on Thursday

October 7th.

A little word from
Bruce:
"Food and sleep have been
my major. for the past six
years here at Tufts and I
don't plan to graduate any
time in the future; they treat
me to well at SED"

SO long Everyone
and Good Luck on
those Midterms!
Student Employment Office
20 Sawyer Avenue, Medford
Campus, 627-3573
'.

.~

,.."

Yearbook portrait

.\fl!\·;
, J ','"

sittings are
October 12-22.
Sign up outside,the
Yearbook Office

. ~-;.ri' r1
.

·_.)~t

_ .

. 1° ' "

.;

(214 Campus
'Ce,nter)
If you do'
not attend a
sitting, you

will not be
pictured irt
the 1994
Yea>r-boolc.
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"A" Exbibit engages ideas.
beyond tbe art world
by IRENA FAYNGOLD
Daily Editorial Board
HEN TIM ROLLINS

W

founded an artist
collaborativeback in
1982, he probably
never expected that today Tim
Rollins + KO.S. would be sought
after by major galleries in the art
world, or that their wotk would be
collected by establishments like
New York's Museum of Modem
Art and the Hirshorn Gallery in
Washington.
ill 1982, Rollins founded a special
program, based in the South Bronx,
for
learning-disabled
and
emotionally-handicapped teenagers
with artistic talent. Today, Tim
Rollins + K.O.S. (the Kids of
Survival) are celebrities in the world
of high art.
But the art world is not the
RockefellerFoundation -- they don't
give out money just because it's a
good cause. You can be sure that the
art world's fascination with Rollins
+ KO.S. is based on the merit of
their work. See for yourself, at The
Barbara Krakow Gallery, 10
Newbury Street in Boston. Critics
applauded Rollins + KO.S., one
saying, "For over a decade, Tim
Rollins and KO.S. have produced
visually compelling, intellectually
rigorous and socially vital works."
Yet, the question of exactly why
this collaborative is so hot these
days isn't only answered by the
highly disciplined and professional
quality of their work. It is
undoubtedly true that they have an
underlying appeal ofa differentkind.
Many contemporary artists have
polished work of high conceptual
caliber, and several collaboratives
these days are putting out rigorous
and vital pieces. But other
collaboratives don't get the special
treatment the museums and galleries
from coast to coast reserve for
Rollins + KO.S.
Their work may merit acclaim in
and of itself. There is no need to
deny that it does and that their work
is ofa high professional quality. But
at the same time, the very spirit of
theirenterprise deserves praise. This
is what makes them special: they
are much more that just "in" with
the intellectual movement of the
times. Many artists are in with the
times, doing work that is all about
social revitalization and the
empowermentofvictims, ofwomen,
and of minorities. But Rollins +
K.O.S don't just talk about
empowerment -- they are doing it.
That is what makes them irresistible
.

to galleries and what makes art critics
praise them. Whyhang up something
in your gallery if it is just talking
about issues when you can display a
show that, in being created, actually
acts upon these same issues?
It makes perfect sense. And
KO.S. are not the only ones who
win based on this appeal. Even artists
like Barbara Kruger (soon to be part
of an exhibition called Commodity
Image at the Institute of
Contemporary Art in Boston) are
appealing to galleries and critics -as women doing work about women
and their subjugation, theycan claim
to be empowering themselves
through their work, just like KO.S.
The work presented in their show
at the Barbara Krakow Gallery is a
visual exploration of Nathaniel
Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter.
This show is not the fIrst in which
Tim Rollins + KO.S. develop their

interpreting the story in terms that
are signifIcant to their lives, KO.S.
has attempted to use Hawthorne's
"A" as a symbol for themselves and
for how other see them.
Tim Rollins + KO.S.'s work
usually creates a very bewildering
tension between what we
presuppose should be a result of
their process of empowerment and
the actual appearance of the work
itself. Our assumption, supported
by Rollins' statements about the
work, is that there is some kind of
emotional and uplifting process that
is supposedly occurring when the
work is being produced. The making
process for KO.S. is a kind of
intellectual and emotional growth.
It is easy to assume that this process
is suited to works that express some
kind ofvivid liberation that parallels
the intellectual release from the
bonda eoffalseandne ativeideas.

work based on an interpretation of a
classical American novel. They have
done several major novels and
autobiographies including Kafka's
Metamorphosis
and
The
Autobiography ofMalcolm X. One
of their pieces on Malcolm X was
on display at the Institute of
Contemporary Art, as part of a
traveling exhibition entitled,
Malcolm X: Man, Ideal, and Icon.
KO.S. read this literature as a
doorway to themselves. This show
is meant to be an exhibit of "selfportraits" in the form of variations
on the letter "A." They have chosen
to take Hawthorne's story into their
domain, to interpret it in the context
of their own lives, in the South
Bronx, and in America today.
Rollins explains, "Just as Hester,
the novel's protagonist, is forced to
wear the letter as a sign of her social
difference, so young Hispanic and
Mrican-American men in the South
Bronx wear their social situation in
American society as a stigma." By

But all of this seems to be no more
than an assumption when we
encounter the emotionally detached
attitude and even sterile appearance
of K.O.S.'s work itself.
The pieces in the current show on
Newbury Street are typical of the
smart-looking, clean and disciplined
KO.S. style. Every piece consists
of a standardized, simple design. A
background of painstakingly
wallpapered pages from the novel is
overlaid by one of the several
variations on the letter "A" that is
repeated throughout the show. A
regal red and gold are the only two
colors used. Even in the drawings, it
is clear that there is a standardized
procedure to their work that
eliminates any show of awkward
individual styles. K.O.S. really
works hard trying to make their work
look polished and clean-cut.
But this is only the appearance of
the work, so don't be turned off by
their show of rigidity. Perhaps it is a
sh()~. of
pride in their

professionalism and coherence as a
group.
One thing seems evident, and
that is that Rollins is the orchestrator
here. Does that mean that their show
of a tightly unified front is only a
matter of Rollins' direction? Are
they really a collaborative? Their
work is so completely synchronized
that it seems their name has a lot of
truth to it. This is a show of how
Rollins' directs and guides KO.S.
But perhaps their rigidity is their
way of representing Hester's pride.
The detached, unemotional attitude
to their work may be a way of
recalling Hester's way of dealing
with her stigma. The regal colors
may be a sign that the "A" is left up
to interpretation. As Rollins
explains, "...'A' could stand for
'able' or 'angel' , signifying Hester's
freedom and will to overcome an
oppressive situation. But for us,"
Rollins continues, "'A' stands for
'America': the sum total of its
oppressive and interpretive
possibilities."
Knowing what this group is all
about and knowing where these
teens are coming from is essential to
feeling the power that this work
seemingly masks behind its
structured andconceptualized styIe.
In order to unleash its force on you,
this· show depends on your
participation. You bring images with
you when you enter the gallery.
Images of Hawthorne's yesterday,
of Hester and the Puritans, images
of today, of the South Bronx and
teens trying to survive. On its own,
the workis somber and unemotional.
But as soon as you tap into the
images and texts that are being
addressed by the work, the space
will vibrate with a disturbing and
engaging image of the letter "A"
covering the gallery walls in twisted
yet simple variations. The viewer is
forced to juxtapose the images of
Hawthorne's Puritan New England
and today's teenagers surviving in
the South Bronx. This alone is
enough to create a disturbing mental
image.
Maybe creating the work was an
emotional experience for K.O.S.,
but it's not part of their strategy to
express their emotions. The
juxtaposition of images and texts
going on in the viewer's mind while
he or she looks at the work is what
they're after. This art is not about
the expression ofthe artists' feelings
or tlie engaging representation of an
idea.- It's about fostering, engaging
aQd. affecting ideas rather than
representing them.
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Were The
BuggIes right?

30,000 books, a good cup of coffee,
and great performances -to boot

author in the ajoining chamber. Bookcellar.Whoever's playing
Here you find chairs of various often pauses to chat with
HIS WEEK'S ISSUE OF ROUING STONE LISTS y o u HAVE TO LIKE THE shapes and sizes arranged in afew randomfolkorclosefriendsin
their picks for the top 100 music
smell of coffee casual rows. Hanging ivy plants the audience. The next set was
mingling with ag- dangle from the ceiling pipes, performed by Lisa Meri.
videos of all time (incidentally, with
Peter Gabriel's semi-animated bit
ing books and the trailing over the bookshelves and
Though Meri' S guitar
- "Sledgehammer" at #1), arguing that music
sound of good folk chatting to occasionally tickling the back of playing did grow more
videos have evolved into as legitimate an art
enjoy the Bookcellar cafe. yourneck. The walls are decorated complicated and enjoyable as
form as the songs that inspired them. With
Burietl in a string of with black and white photos and the set went on, her voice never
any
barriers.
selections ranging chronologically from Devo' s unobtrusive stores at 1971 cheerful hand-drawn posters that broke
bizarre antics for "Whip It" in 1980 to
. Mass. Avenue in·PorterSquare, example the Bo()~~llar' s unique Nonetheless, the listener's foot
~/:"'.<~>.
.would start tapping, as Meri's
Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit" adolescent the cafe is an undiscovered character.
destruction-fest, the article is a trip down
gem.
The lighting·<ls"di~"at1d·tb.~. original rhythm's are quite
memory lane for anyone suckled by the 80s
After a short descent down atm?sgher: }~.. ,imiW:~te. People',! contagious.
credo of light pop and excess lifestyles.
the stone steps,yo\hfind .~haringataStetbithe'music or the•. " Last in line for the evenIng;
While, as Jim Farber writes, "so many music yourself inJl brilliantly, :~I~~!a.f\l!.~f~;~,~.~qls"e~¥t?~~ngaged Hildebidel' s poetry reading
videos are terrible," countless truly creative and confuse~ ;too~, cOflfused m c~nversatlOn. The stage itself was less than engaging.
entertaining examples of the genre have popped because It '~~ .actmg as, a,Saf:,. conSIsts merely ofan Oriental rug, Hildebidel kept his eyes to the
up over the years. But, were the BuggIes -bookstore,talentshowcase'a:nd'a,stQQl,a.nda tiny circular stand page and failed to add much
whose "Video Killed the Radio Star"
gathering place at the/same ,Jl?erha.ps';tCf'hOld·a..perf?rmer's inflection to the readIng. This
time. If you have some time . e~er p~esent-f.;'yp, of joe):Sul,lday required the listener to keep a
prophetically kicked off MTV in 1981 -- in
some way right?
(and are one of those liberal- mghtls~~b!?~f\.c?~~tiJ~, a high level of concentration,
Rolling Stone doesn't think so. Farber claims artsy book store lovers that;cambinatf9iI'-Of'gpen"rmke night,. which becomes difficult after
. that while videos have indeed become potent
Tufts has such an abund~ce . schedul~~·iLIl1t.lsical,·guests a.I1 d .·· sittin~in a warm, dark room
marketing tools as well as viable art forms, they of), you will wander aimlessly poe~rY'r~~Cf!n"gr;' ','
'. '·';·()naSundaY-p.ight for a couple
- ''f
.' of hours. Of course, here's
have not destroyed listeners' abilities to make about the shelves 'and seeK'out' ,
their own connections to the music, as some
literary treasures.
The poetry'1.·r~ad· throughout;' where the coffee comes in
As a bookstore, the October and November comes/ haIldy:
~ ..
had feared. Yet, it may not be so easy to
divorce the videos' effects from the music.
Bookcellar is small, but dense, :;mostly from a series of book~
In any case, this Sunday was
While videos may not have killed the radio with a selection that includes p~blished by Alice James Boo~,~· .o,ruy a random sampling of the
star, they certainly have changed the way he or foreign books, magazines and self described as "a writers'- vast array of' talented
she goes about business. Admittedly, the music journals. As a cafe, the variety cooperative with an emphasis on .' "performers the Bookcellar is
itself just keeps plugging on, regardless of
of treats is less impressive but. pUblishing poems by women::' •. ho~ting this month. The
whether anybody hears it, but ultimately,
still tasty and creative.; Wh~n,. ,~Thi,s'p~! Sunday, the Book~ellar ';scheaule for October includes
somebody has to. And that's where MTV
deciding upon acoffee you face sl).'owcased·· azz,.based~fo1k singer a.,BercuSsion Music Festival a
comes in.
a choice between three litE}!"~,,=~~i~a:M~if'
.' e~i~a.<1mgbr~:fe;l>tiVal of S pontaneo~s With few exceptions, today's popular music ble~ds: ~er.man Melville,'<"Juhn..'HUds:\">i<;Jel:,J;a'publisned Composition, Storytelling,
is heavily influenced by exposure on the video- EmIly DIckmson, and the author and teacher at MIT). The films and more. English majors
channel juggernaut. (Have you ever seen, for
Bookcellar Blend. The set began with an opening set by can reap this opportunIty to
example, their viewer call-in "Smash or Trash" brownies and cookies remain folk sIngerLaylaStone. The music celebrate ee cummings 99th
segment for lucky/unfortunate new clips?) In a unnamed; howeverwho would playedrangesfromcontemporory birthday (where. else will one
sense, it has become nearly impossible for an
want to bite into an Elizabeth folk (reminiscent of pre-pop really have a chance to do
artist to achieve the level of the most popular
Browning?
Suzanne Vega and Shawn Colvin) that?). The Bookcellar isa
pre-video-era artists without taking the video
•
to raspy blues. Stone's vibrant stellar place woefully
route themselves.
Since there's something voice and intricate guitar playing underpopulated by the Tufts
The advent of videos completely altered the going on almost every night of create a fine medley of crowd. Just right for any kind
way in which songs and musicians are
the week at the Bookcellar, instrumental and vocal talent. The ofbudget, all Bookcellarshows
you'll probably settle down performer and the audience forms are free. By all-means, go and
marketed, as artists could be known for what
" they looked like as well as what they sounded with a cup of your favorite an intimate _ clique at the explore.
like. The intrigue and appeal of artists'
appearances have become as powerful a
marketing tool as their songs. In some cases,
style has even succumbed to substance in
Keeping the cat in the bag
visibility. (Take Madonna, for instance.)
t'S common knowledge that the critics can Willis'? It was horribly written, it was
The music industry recognizes the
make or break a film every once in a while. homophobic, and it generally SLIcked. \Vell, back
tremendous market influenced by MTV's
The Crying Callie and The BOil/ire o{ the before it opened. its preview screenings were all
numerous subscribers and milks it for all it's
Vanities are good examples ofeach. People canceled. allegedly for "last minute editing."
worth. Early 80s pop icons like Madonna,
read the paper on Friday morning looking for
On the other side of the coin, some films are
Simon LeBon and Michael Jackson capitalized
something to do that night. Opening-day reviews shown to the press several weeks before their
on this knowledge to emerge, respectively, as a
opening dates. Take the upcoming BI//e. from
trashy gender-bender, teenage heart-throb, and are very import~lI1t to a film's future.
That's what's so troubling about Delllolition the acclaimed Polish directorof The DOl/hie Lire
something we're not sure of even now. All
Man. which opens tomorrow. The previews ofVeroniql/e, Krystof Kieslowski. It has already
attained a popular status beyond what their
look pretty cool, but what does that tell you'? been screened and Kieslowski has aJrcaclydone
music alone would have allowed. As the
Heck. Bon/ire's preview looked pretty cool, interviews. The film doesn't open until
market changed and diversified, new artists
too. It would be nice tosee this Sylvester Stallone- December.
arose to fill the roles and these icons segued
Wesley Snipes sci-fi actioner succecd. But it's
So what is the future of Demolition Man'? It
into the likes of Eddie Vedder, Sinead
not being screened for the press until tonight. has a big budget. big stars, and a big ad campaign.
O'Connor and Michael Stipe.
That's \vhat's scary.
Nuthin new there. And that Thursday night
Although songs may thrive outside the realm
It implies that Warner Brothers (the studio preview screening says the suits don't want
of video (MTV's 53.7 million subscribers
releasing it) doesn't have a whole lot of reviews in Friday's papers. but they do want the
undoubtably represent a fraction of the music
confidence in it. They don't want reviews in the 250 or so radio-statioI1-contest-wi nners who wi II
industry's audience), once seen, a video often
papers tomorrow morning. Itdoesn 't necessarily be at the screening to rave to their friends.
becomes inextricably tied to the song in the
mean Delllolitioll A1(/ll'S a bad movie. It means
We'll probably end up with a big-budget,
viewerllistener's mind. To anyone who has
it's not Good Beyond a Shadow of a Doubt. It mindless carnival of violence, destruction and
heard a song after seeing the video: Is it ever
might be bad. Or course, it might not. After alL one-liners. executed with much flare and
.
quite the same?
it was only an acorn that honked Chicken Little panache. The commercials could have told you
As the "products of the MTV generation"
on the head.
that.
wander on, ever in search of increasingly visual
But this phenomenon l:Ias a history.
entertainment, perhaps they'll wonder: "Maybe
Remember TIll:' Last Bo\" Sco//t, with Bruce
-IVL\rr C\RSO:\
The BuggIes were on to something after all."
by CHRISTOPHER STRIPINIS

by ALINA VILENKIN

Daily Editorial Board

Senior Staff Writer

T
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Performance a testament to
by MONICA MIRCHANDANI
Contributing Writer

I

N TRIBUTE TO THE RENOWNED

choreographer and dancer, the
Michael Mao Dance Company
presented Mao's works "Day
ofAnger" and "Cancion," as well as
the Boston premiere of his "Motion
Without View," at MIT's Kresge
Auditorium this past Saturday.
"Day of Anger," set to selections
from Giuseppe Verdi's Requiem,
consists of 12 company dancers, six
men and six women. The simple,
dim appearance of the stage and
performers sets up a modem piece
that reveals a more complex story of
love, passion, and protection.
The piece begins with one couple,
who remain on stage as the others
come on. There is a fine distinction
between what is portrayed as
emotional and what is clearly meant
to entertain. For instance, as the cast
pair off into couplets, elegantly
turning and moving in each other's
arms, they dance with a suaveness
and elegance that create a palpable
sensuousness. The intricacy and
grace of the couples' simultaneous
dances attest to Mao's talent as a
choreographer. Leaping, turning,
cartwheeling, and "falling" to the
ground
with
remarkable
gracefulness, the. male dancers
skillfully conyey their role as

providers and heroes to the female
dancers.
Through the forty-five minute
presentation, however, routines are
repeated. The couple that begins the
first section alone on stage is once
again found alone on stage later.
Though well-choreographed, ,this
section does not need to be repeated
to the audience. Evidently intended
to stress the visual and emotional
impact of the scene, the repetition
serves only to weaken its meaning
and purpose.
Wearing unadorned, black
costumes which enhance their form
and figure, the dancers also vary
their hairstyles to reflect mood
changes in the performance.
Mao's largest piece, "Day of
Anger," uses simplicity, if
occasionally repetitious, to enhance
its substance and artwork. The final
scene embraces this, as the dancing
couplets return for afinal expression
of love and emotion.
Born in China and trained in New
York City, Michael Mao joined
Boston's DinosaurDance Company
in 1971, where he remained for over
a decade. In 1978, he began
choreographing independently and
has since choreographed over forty
works which have been shown
throughout the US, as well as in
Paris and Oslo.

Mao~s dance

Dancers (clockwise left to right) Greg Nuber, Sarah Tsutsumi, Renouard Gee, Scott
Crawford, and Lawrence Joseph bring life to Mao's "Motion Without View."

The Oct. 2 show was only a small
reflection of Mao's great talent.
Overall, the productions of all three

showcased works were marvelous
and entertaining for all who
witnessed it.

Brother Cane revive Southern rock
by CHRISTOPHER STRIPINIS
Daily Editorial Board

Once upon a time, Album
Oriented Rock dominated the
airwaves. Countless bands built off
similar blues roots and various
schools arose: art rock, blues rock,
early metal, and Southern rock, to
name a few.
Geared to revive Southern rock
in the AOR circuit, Brother Cane,
the self-titled debut effort from the
Birmingham, Alabama quartet, is a
decent, hard-edged, guitar-driven

album replete with male
restlessness, references to seeing
"the light," and gratuitous
sprinklings of "baby, baby."
SOUIlding like a cross between The
Black Crowes and Guns & Roses,
Brother Cane are steeped in the
Southern classic rock tradition,
though not quite so talented as
illustrious forerunners like the
AllmanBrothers orLynyrd Skynyrd.
The band consists of Damon
Johnson (lead guitar and vocals),
Roman Glick (guitar and backing

vocals), Glenn Maxey (bass and
backing vocals), and Scott Collier
(drums). Perhaps hoping to tap into
past glory, the band's studio
recording includes keyboardist
Chuck Leavell, a member of the
Allman Brothers and touring mate
of Clapton and the Stones.
Obviously infljJenced by the
aforementioned Southern greats as
well as Led Zeppelin's penchant for
raw power chords, Johnson and
Glick belt out quite a few
commanding guitar solos. While
adequate, the rhythm section
provides little more than an
unobtrusive background for the
guitar antics. From the bluegrass
fingerpicking and slide guitar of
"The Last Time," to the appearance
of a talk box (an archaic sound often
associated with Peter Frampton in
the '70s) on "Don'tTum Your Back
On Me," the band shows that they
can play.
Perhaps the most musically
interesting track on the album,
"Woman" uses progressive layering
of sounds (a la "Stairway to
Heaven") as strings, drums, and an
eventual distorted guitar climax
culminatefrom a slow acoustic intro.
Lyrically, Brother Cane doesn't
offer much in the way of surprise;
it's the kind of album where every
song's title more or less sums up its
chorus. "GotNo Shame," the band's
first single, is a basic attitude-rocker,
in which Johnson, who's "got no
shame," is "Gonna taste the wine
'cause it's right here in / Front of
me." Somewhat catchy, the song

coaxes out its message with a
torturedharmonicaintro which leads
into the slashing guitar riffs.
Although the genre was never
really known for innovative lyrics,
much of Brother Cane's lyrical
attempts have essentially been worn
threadbare by similar bands singing
about similar things. "The Road"
taps into the American love affair
with the highway and the need to get
out, but stalls on its own fuel. A
pensive acoustic guitar and piano
intro offers promise, but gives way
to trite lines like, "Every highway,
travelin' miles and miles / Searching
for the road that leads to you."
Similarly overused, raunchy tracks
like "That Don't Satisfy Me" cover
previouslydone topics withoutmuch
variation.
Almost bordering on refreshing,
several tracks deviate from the
down-and-dirty raucousness to
tackle more serious topics. In "How
Long," a plea to recognize the
suffering of others, Johnson asks,
"How long my brother / Can we tum
away / There's anger and bitterness
here / Can you tell me how long?"
He goes on to criticize himself and
point out the human tendency toward
hypocrisy, commenting, "Shut my
eyes like the next one / Look for
satisfaction."
Musically accomplished, even if
trapped in dinosaur rock cliches, the
band shows promise. For now
though, Brother Cane is
straightforward Southern rock,
without much of anything new. But,
hey, if you like that kind of thing ..

.~
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.+-Thursday
Concerts
PARADISE
Appearing tonight and Friday,
The Radiators bring some Cajun
fun from New Orleans. 967
Comm. Ave. (before B.U.), 3512582.

MIDDLE EAST
19+ fun for six bucks with Big
Hot Sun, Who's Kiddin Who,
Gypsy Cruise and Baboon Heart
upstairs. The Ethnic Heritage have
theirjazz-CD release party downstairs, 2 sets at 9 and 11 p.m., $12
each. Central Sq., 497-0576.

JOHNNY

D's

Guitar god Dick Dale, whose
devoted fans are (we kid you not)
the Dickheads, comes to Davis
Sq. 776-2004.

THE TAM

Havard Ave. in Allston. 787-9722.

COLONIAL THEATER

T.T. THE BEAR'S PLACE
Stub Junkmen, City This, Hybrid Minds, and The Other Half.
492-BEAR.

THE RAT
Dante's Grin, Chaotic Pllst,
Dream Made Flesh, and Popgun
playa 21+, $6 show. Call 5362750 for info.

THE_WESTERN FRONT
Loose Caboose get loose. 343
Western Ave., 492-7772.

One word ... Chuck. Need we
say more? 1648 Beacon St. in
Brookline. 277-0982.

SYMPHONY HALL
Seiji Ozawa leads the Boston
Symphony Orchestra in an al1Berlioz program featuring
"Symphonie Fantastique. 8 p.m.,
26&.149~ box offi<;e.

AVALON
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones,
with special guests Shootyz
Groove, pack the house for a 7
p.m. show. 18+. $13. 931-2000
for tickets.

T.T. THE BEAR'S PLACE

Concerts

THE MIDDLE EAST
Dashboard Saviors, Kevin Salem, Good Rain, and Robert
Rodriguez play upstairs in a 19+,
$6 show. Call 492-9181 for info.

THE TAM
Random House ofSoul, with a
mystery "special guest".
(Hmmm?) Call 277-0982.

THE RAT

The Radiators return for one
more night with a 7 p.m. early
show. 351-2526 for info.

Nightstick, Debonaires, Shine,
Tidal Wave, and Lolita. 536-2750.

Tar, Girls Against Boys, Thinner, and The Lune downstairs,
Zuzu's Petals, Morning Glories,
and Quiver upstairs. 497-0576.

LOCAL

186

Tree, Powerman 5000, Space
Humpin$19.99,andToeTag.186

NEW THEATER

HOUSE OF BLUES
Red hot blues with the Nighthawks. 491-BLUE.

JOHNNY

D's

World beat sounds come to
Davis with Rumbafrica. Call 7762004 for info.

HUNTINGTON
THEATER

The local premier of Boston
From the Mississippi Delta, the
playwright Penn Young's Seven remarkable true story of a black
Day Wonder, a modem-day par- woman's journey from poverty to
able of good and evil featuring . aPh.D. 264 HUIitingtonAve., stuFaust and Mephistopheles. Thurs- dent seats available; last weekend
day-Saturday nights at 8 p.m. and of run. Call 266-0800 for details.
Sunday at 7 p.m. Call 247-7388.

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE
MOBIUS

THEATER
This venerable Cambridge institution kicks off the fall season
with Gray s Anatomy. Short run,
through Oct. 10. Harvard Square,
496-8400 box office.

WILBUR THEATER
Five Guys Named Moe brings
its frolicking fun from Broadway
to Beantown. The show runs at
Boston's Wilbur Theatre, 245
Tremont St., through Oct. 31. Call
423-4008 for details.

WANG CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS
Miss Saigon, the special-effeets-laden Broadway megabit,
runs through Friday night in Boston, so get your theater-cravingbehinds over to the phone now.
Call931-9393 for tickets and info.

NEW REPERTORY
THEATRE
Jar the Floor by Cheryl L.
West, a story of four generations
ofAfrican American women. Runs
through Oct. 24. 54 Lincoln St.,
332-1646.

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE
Shear Madness, the longestrunning play in Boston, is a scream.
This murder-mystery uses its audience as sleuths and participants
-- always a reliable treat. Call 4265225 for info.

THEATER LOBBY

PARADISE

THE MIDDLE EAST

4- •.

Concerts

Friday
Radiohead, angst-ridden authors of the back-to-school hit
"Creep" and Belly, ex-Throwing
Muse Tayna Donnelly's new
project put on what promises to be
one of the year's best shows. Call
931-2000 this very moment, or go
and scali> some tickets

Theatre

D's

Machinery Hall, Yo Yo Bookshelf Boys, Quiet Ones, and Love
Pollution. Call 492-BEAR for
info.

AVALON

Ongoing

Why can't I be Everywhere by
Ellen Anthony, shows how the
world could look with memory
loss, centering on the textures of
JOHNNY
surfaces. 354 Congress St., 542Blues Queen Shirley Lewis
·7416.
swings into town with swing dance
lessons at 10:45 p.m. Call 776HASTY PUDDING
2004 for info.

Satarday

Tony Lynn Washington and lots
and lots ofbeer. Harvard Sq., 491BLUE.

Once again, Gilbert Gottfried
infiltrates our concert listings. 482The Broadway extravaganza
0930 for info.
. 42nd Street comes to Boston for a
limited run through October 10.
106 Boylston Street. Call 426. 9366 for details.

THE TAM

Nationa1 Acoustic Music
Showcase. Beacon St., Brookline, . NICK'S COMEDY ST()P
277-0982.
Funnyman Gilbert Gottfried
comes (surprise, surprise!) not to
playa concert, but to crack jokes.
T.T. THE BEAR'S
Mystery Jones, Angry Salad, 482-0930.
Shay Tay, and Gingerbutkis. 10
Brookline St., 492-BEAR (cute, COMEDY CONNECTION
no?).
In Living Color's charactercomedian Tommy Davidson in a
stand up show, tonight and SunTOAD
The Tornado Brothers provide day only. Call 248-9700.
a little afterlbefore-dinner entertainment. Call 497-4950 for info.
I
'

HOUSE OF BLUES

NICK'S COMEDY STOP

The Real Live Brady Bunch
features theatrical re-enactments
of the show scripts, "scene for
scene, line by line," while The
Real Live Game Show allows audience aficionados of the 70s cultural relic to match wits. Runs
through Oct. 31.; call 426-6912.

MuseuIns
MOBIUS
An Act ofResistance: Making
Community(ies) commemorates
25 years of the RESIST
foundation's funding of social
change. In the Mobius gallery, the
show features 10 New England
artists. Runs through Oct. 23, call
542-7416 for details.

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
Duccio to Delacroix: Maiierpieces ofEuropean Paintingfrom
the Collection at the Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston includes works
from Rembrandt, POlissin, Millet,
Turner, and others. Runs through
Jan. 2.
African and Oceanic Sculpture: Treasures from a Private
Collection showcases 20th-century. masks and sculpture from
Africa, New Guinea, Melanesia,
and Polynesia. Runs through July
3,1994.
Robert Cumming: Cone ofVision features the paintings, drawings, sculpture and photography
ofCumming, a Boston artist. Runs
through Nov. 28.
Through Jan. 2, The Age of
Rubens exhibit will display more
than 125 works by painter Peter
Paul Rubens and over 40 other
artists. Don't miss this historic
exibition.
Call 267-9300 for details on
all exhibits.

INSTITUTE OF

CONTEMPORARY ART

The popular musical-comedy
Nunsense has been running for
years in Boston, and has nowfound
a home in this charming North
End Theater. Call 227-9872 for
info.

Running through Oct. 17,
"Malcolm X: Man, Ideal, Icon,"
·includes artwork, videos and documentS in an examination ofhis life
and thoughts. Student admission
is $3. 955 Boylston Street. Call
266-5152 for info.

BOSTON PARK PLAZA

Etcetera

The Broadway hit Forever
Plaid is in Boston for an indefinite
run at the Park Plaza. Call 3578384 for info.

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
In the Mugar Omni Theater:
Tropical Rainforest, featuring the

400-million-year evolution of
rainforests; Mountain Gorilla,
chronicling the lives ofthese playful animals; Antarctica; and New
England TIme Capsule, showing
the beauty of the region. Tickets
$4.50 for students.
Laser shows at the Planeterium
include "Lollapalaser," and "Dark
Side of the Moon," a Pink Floyd
tribute. Tickets are $6.50 for adults
and students.
Call 589-0251 for info.

JILLIAN'S
The Golf Club, Boston's fIrstever 18-hole indoor miniature golf
course at Jillian's in Kenmore
Square. Don't worry, beer and
wine are served to loosen your
"schwing."Cost is $6 perround of
golf. Located at 3 Landsdowne
St., in the goth rock district. Call
262-0300 for info.

Fihns
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
Two classics back-to-back on
Friday: Nosferatu, the fIrst ·film
adaptation of Dracula(6:30 p.m.)
and Metropolis, Fritz Lang's acclaimed masterpiece of German
expressionism (8: 15 p.m.) Tickets $6 for Tufts students.

SOMERVILLE THEATER .
Heart and Souls with Robert
Downey Jr. plays on Thursday
night. Frid~y "aIId Saturday are the
Jast"nigfits of the 24th Annual Intemational Toumee ofAnimation,
Call 625-5700 for info.

BRATTLE THEATER
Thursday: Seven Samurai. Friday and Saturday: Thank God I'm
a Lesbian, a hitdocumentary from
the Boston International Festival
of Woman's Cinema. Call 8766837 for show times.

LOEWS FRESH POND
Demolition Man; Mr. Jones;
Mr. Nanny; Good Son; Malice;
The Fugitive; The Program; For
Love or Money; Cool Running;
Dazed and Confused; Into the
West; Undercover Blues; Striking
Distance; True Romance. For
showtimes and directions, call.
661-2900. This week we actually
got it right, so don't dare bitch that
we didn't give you times;

LOEWS ASSEMBLY SQ.
Demolition Man; Cool Running; A Bronx Tale; Malice; For
Love or Money; Mr. Jones; Striking Distance; The Good Son; The
Program; Dazed and Confused;
The Fugitive; Beverly Hillbillys
in a sneakpreview. For showtimes,
call 628-7000.

LOEWS HARVARD SQ.
A Bronx Tale; King ofthe Hill;
Wedding Banquet; Manhattan
Murder Mystery; Age of Inno.cence. For showtirnes, call 8644580.

JANUS, HARVARD SQ.
The Joy Luck Club. For
showtirnes, call 661-3737.
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Clinton to dispatch more troops
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Deflecting calls for immediate withdrawal
from Somalia, President Clinton
will send in more American troops
while setting a deadline for ending
U.S. military intervention in the
chaotic African nation, administration officials said Wednesday.
One official said the withdrawal
date had not been "locked on" late
Wednesday although the most
likely time is late this year or early
next year.
Under one scenario, Clinton
would order between 1,500 and
2,000 more combat troops and
more heavy weaponry to protect
forces in Somalia as they await a
final pullout, officials said. There
currently are 4,700 forces in Somalia.
The president was expected to
announce his decisions on Thursday after meeting with congressionalleaders.
"It is essential that we conclude
our mission in Somalia but that we
do it with firmness and steadiness
of purpose," Clinton said at a East
Room ceremony.
There was an air of urgency to
the president's actions, spurred by
congressional pressure for an immediate withdrawal and public
horror over slain Americans being
dragged through the streets of
Mogadishu by supporters of warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid.
The president opened his day
by meeting with foreign policy
and military advisers and then
called them back for more talks
later.
Currently, there are 4,700
Americans in Somalia, including
a RapiCl Reaction Force. An additional 650 troops and armored
vehicles are being flown to Soma- .
lia .this week.
~'I~'We are anxious to conclude
our role ~re honorably," Clinton
said', "~ut we do-not want to see a
re'ver&ion to the ·absolute· chaos
and.the terrible misery which'e'X~"
isterlbefore." .
Inflamed by the deaths Sunday
of 12 Americans and the capture.

ofat least one U $. pilot, Congress
was tom over which direction to
take.
Senate leaders put off consideration of a defense spending bill
to spare the administration possible embarrassment from amendments demanding a pullout.
Clinton said he would meet with
congressional leaders Thursday
and then announce his course.
"It is not time for panic," Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, RKan., said.
In a Senate speech, Dole reminded colleagues of a resolution
passed two weeks ago asking
Clinton to state a clear policy on
Somalia by Oct. 15 and calling for
a congressional vote on the deployment of troops by Nov. 15.
In a stinging rebuff to the administration, House Minority
Leader Bob Michel, R-Ill., and 64
GOP colleagues sent Clinton a
letter branding his Somalia policy
a failure. "America's international
standing must not be jeopardized
by an indecisive and naive approach to foreign policy," it said.
Moreover, the letter asked
Clinton how he intended to secure
the freedom ofany Americans held
in Somalia and requested that he
state "your intention to expeditiously withdraw our forces in a
safe and orderly manner."
Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman Sam Nunn, DGa., rejected calls for an immediate troop withdrawal, arguing that
such a step would create problems
for American troops elsewhere.
''We must not send a signal that
encourages adversaries to attack
our troops elsewhere and invite in
television cameras in the hopes of
fo~c.in.g ~s tg le~y~" NIJDijsaj.djp.
a speech on the Senate floor.
Should a decision be made to
send in additional forces, they'
probably would come from Fort
Stewart, Ga., the home of the 24th
Influitiy'DiYlsion (Mechanized),
a Pentagon' 6ffiCiilrSaid..
Under that recommendatidn~
there also would be additional'

tanks and several dozen Bradley
Fighting Vehicles, the armored
transports with night-vision capabilities.
.
Clinton met twice Wednesday
with senior national security aides,
including Secretary of State Warren Christopher, Defense Secretary Les Aspin and Marine Gen.
Joseph P. Hoar, the commander
for the region.
Later, in an appearance in the
East Room for a bill-signing cer.emony, Clinton referred to the talks
as "serious meetings."
He recalled that U.S. troops
were sent to Somaliaafter 350,000
peoplehaddied amid anarchy, famine and disease.
''Today we are completing the
job of establishing security in Somalia" and also taking steps "to
prevent that terrible crisis (of last
year) from occurring as soon as
we are gone," Clinton said.
''We are anxious to conclude
oUTTole there honorably but we do
not want to see a reversion to the
absolute chaos and the terrible
misery which existed before," the
president said.
Rep. Pat Schroeder of Colorado was among Democrats pressing Clinton to announce a clearcut policy for withdrawing. ''J'he
question is how and what time
frames and what are your measurements and what are your
goals," she said.

House overrides veto
on Massport property
BOSTON (AP) -- The House
overrode Gov. William F. Weld's
veto of legislation that would allow Boston to tax commercial
properties on land owned by the
Massachusetts Port Authority.
The vote in the House Tuesday
was 109-38 to override.
It was not known when the Senate will vote, but chances that it,
too, will override the veto appeared
good. Senate Minority Leader
Brian
P.
Lees, . R-East
Longmeadow, supports the.measure.
Imposing a tax on the properties could add $8 million to Boston revenue.
The override in the House was
a victory for Rep. James T. Brett,
D-Boston, and seen as a boost for
his candidacy for mayor of the
city. Brett is running against Acting Mayor Thomas Menino.
Brett is Hous~ chairman of the
Banking Committee and spon-

Drivers are in demand--CANCER

continued from page 5

3010, or call the American Cancer
Society directly at 1-800-ACS2345. You will then be sent an
information packet and an appli-

Schroeder said she agreed with
Sen. Robert Byrd, the Senate Appropriations Committee chaiiman I
who's prodding Clinton to' set a
withdrawal date. "If they (the administration) don't have anything
to put in the blanks (on a daterwe
will. And so I think they've got
that message," she-said.

cation, and the regional office will
call you to set up an interview.
For more information about
Tufts Cancer Outreach, stop by
the LCS office at 13-Sawyer Ave.,
orcall at 627-3643.
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At the State. Departfflen~,
spokesman Michael McCllIl'){ said
Christopher believes it is qott;he
$lcr ':\0 ab,ru,pHy.change 0% posture" regarding the deploym~ntof
U.S. personnel in Somalia. "I think
that's ve,ry clear."

-ft·

sored the budget amendment to
allow Boston to tax the property.
Weld, a Republican, vetoed it last
summer.
Attempts to get approval for
the tax date back to 1987 and thenMayor Raymond L. Flynn.
Republican opponents said subjecting the businesses to property
taxes would stop hotel development at Logan International Airport and force businesses to layoff
employees.
.
Opponents also said Boston
gets enough money under a 20year-old agreement with Massport
that provides $6 million a year in
lieu of taxes.
Sam Tyler, executive director
ofthe Boston Municipal Research
Bureau, said giving the city power
to tax Massport "makes a lot of
sense, and it's a responsible way
for the state to help cities and town'
without having to commit any state
funds."
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Egg Roll
Chicken Fingers
Chicken Satay
Crab Rangoon
Pad Thai

Student
Price
1.75
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95

Regular
Price
1.95
5.25
5.25
5.25
4.95

.'
Student
.\
Price
Vegetable Fried Rice 3.95
Chicken Fried Rice
3.95
Singapore Rice Noodle 3.95
Chicken Lo Mein
3.95
Kung Pao Chicken
4.95

Regular
Price
4.75
4.75
4.95
4.95·
5.95

"
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Syrian leader cites accusations _

Look for Weld in '96 - - GOP
continued from page 3
who preaches the economics of
the party and not the moral war.
Economics is what will win the
election for the GOP in '96, and of
all the candidates, Kemp is one of
the only ones who could pull it off.
I don't think it will happen, but if
Kemp runs against Clinton, it
would be a great contest, indeed.
My darkhorse pick for Republican nominee and next President
of the US is none other than local
Governor Bill Weld. He's not the
most obvious choice at first, but
he's a real winner in a party that
I

has lostalotin the pastthree years.
To win as a Republican in Massachusetts is tough enough, but to
cut spending as he has, to balance
the atrocity once known as the
Mass budget, and to be a popular
Republican in this state is about as
rare as a Republican at Tufts. The
·thing Weld would bring to the '96
election is electability. He is a man
who has been fiscally responsible,
as well as socially moderate. He
will not turn off undecided voters,
because of his moral beliefs, and
will attract many who like his economics. He is perhaps the Republicans' best shot at winning i? '96.

r--------~--~

··Who said•••••·
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YOK C4it.'t get additional c.lUcoKnts
at an Outlet Mall r'
...'I1Iere's lID suck thing as a

Free Lunch?
We~~ you can get both, when you visit Howland Place.
When buying, just present your Student or Facuu, IV and
receive extra discounts at CaLvin Klein, Alexander JuHan,
Putumayo, G~t-Sand, The Discount Book Store,
Jones New York and most of our 35 Oudet Stores.
ArId, YQU might get hungry whik you're here, so...brlng
this ad and get a FREE Box Lunchi...no purchase necessary.
It's our way of saying Thanks for visiting Howland Pl.aca-,
"the #1 Designer MaLL in America. "u

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Syrian the list.
Foreign Minister Farouk Sliaraa
Today Christopher met with
today said his country is unjustly Farouk Kaddoumi, head of the
accused of terrorism as a result of PLO's political division, who iniIsrael's influence with Congress. tially did not endorse the agree- .
Sharaa, at a news conference, ment with Israel.
also accused Israel of "arrogance
Afterward, Kaddoumi said he
and denial of the rights of others" urged prompt Israeli withdrawal
by holding on to the Golan Heights on the West Bank, release of all
and keeping troops inside Palestinian prisoners and freedom
Lebanon's border.
of movement for Palestinians
He said "without ending the within Jerusalem and between Isoccupation there cannot be peace," rael and the West Bank and Gaza.
even after Israel's agreement with
"Israel should show flexibility
the Palestine Liberation Organi- and good infentions," he told reporters.'
zation.
Sharaa is the first senior Syrian
The StateDepartmentfirst cited
official to hold talks in Washing- . Syria as a sponsor of terrorism in
ton in nearly 20 years. Despite the 1979, making it ineligible for the
warming in relations, Syriaremains purchase of military equipment or
on the list of countries that the to receive loans from the World
State Department has told Con- Bank.
gress sponsor terrorism.
Subsequently, a British court
There is "no tangible evidence" concluded a Syrian agent had tried
against Syria, the foreign minister to place a bomb aboard an Israeli
said.
El Al airplane, and the Em;opean
"Israel is strong in this country Community and the United States
and can do a lot to convince con- imposed addition~l sanctions.
gressmen about things that do not
At the same time, the United
exist," he said.
States has avidly sought Syria's
Secretary of State Warren participation in Mideast peaceChristopher said Tuesday at the making. Syriaalsojoined the U.S.start of a meeting with Sharaa that led coalition in the war against
Syria would-not be removed from Iraq in 1991 to liberate Kuwait.

HOWlAND PlACE
DESIGNER OUTLET MALL
651 Orchard St., New Bedford MA
·l-8OOHOWIAND (469-5263) (508)999-4100
Both offers validthru Oc!ober31.1993
**SELF ~
·At patIicipaling OJUet Stores.

------------~-----
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have agreed to live together for
our collective gain, and not for
individual gain. Thus, I think that
.as members of society we all have
made the promise to further the
collective gain. We have to keep
.trying to take one step closer to
our goal. We should all take personalpleasureiTI'helpingthegroup
. of which we are a part -- that is the
individualgainamembergetsfrom

his or her society. To live offof the
.
1 & • d' 'd al .
society pure y lor In IVI U gam
is to neglect the society and one's
privileged membership in it.
The point is that by engaging in
this kind of explorative inteIlectual combat, we both challenged
each others ideas and ideals. "A
mind stretched to a new dimension never resumes its original
size," (Unknown). Do not simply
use your mind, challenge it, test it.
It is the best way to assert your

SOllletirnes you have to
go over there.
to get a perspectIve
on over nere.
Next semester, get a better perspective with Beaver College. Just think. Next semester you
can continue your major in another country. You can intern in London, ponder Peace
Studies in Austria, cycle to class in Oxford or sun yourself in Mexico (while studying
Spanish, of course). You can even linger at a cafe in Vienna or tour a Greek isle. We also
have a wide variety of integrated university programs in the U.K. and Ireland. For over 30
years Beaver has been sending students abroad for the experience of their life. Now it's tjme
for yours. c;:an us today for more information.

....

-':.-

Sharaa said Syria was determined to achieve a just and comprehensive peace in the area. He
said his government would not
accept Israel's retention of any
part ofthe Golan Heights, a strategic territory Syria lost to Israel in
the 1967 Six-Day War.
"Syriacannot be played around
to come to Washington for the
sake of talks," he said. ''We want
negotiations to achieve positive
results."
-On Tuesday, President Hafez
Assad proposed through Sharaa
that he hold a summit meeting
with President Clinton.
"Such a meeting, if it takes
place, would help very much the
peace process," Sharaa said.
Syrian and Israeli negotiators
have been deadlocked for nearly
two years over the Golan Heights
and the kind of peace treaty Syria
would sign if it got land back.
"When occupation is ended,
peace can be established, and there
is no limit to peace," Sharaa said
today. He provided no details, saying the form it would take depended on the mutual interests of
the two parties.

PeoEle should work for betterment of society
Con
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Study Abroad with Beaver College.
1.800.755.5607

individuality. With apologies to
Descartes: "I think [for myself]
therefore I am [Irie]."
,
Actually, Dave and t,ciirne to
much the same conclusions~ven
tually. But we both have our own
differing slants and biases, -'and
thus our individuality.
'
To those who we· annoyed at
Carmichael, I apologize. And if
you see us arguing again, do not
hesitate to introduce yoursclf and
then tell us thllCwe are wrong.
~ArgUe and debate -- it is good for
the soul. Revel in ideas, ideals,
ideologies, and in opinions, values, and perceptions. Only when
minds communicate can we understand, appreciate, and enjoy our
differences.
, I was just thinking...

Woolf advises
CARBY
continued from page 5

Howard Woolf, one of the organizers of the series, added that
he hopes that the speakers will be
able to spend an extended length
of time on campus in order to
ensure that the majority of students, faculty, and administration
have the opportunity to hear him
or her speak.
"Instead ofhaving the students
angrily writing in to the Daily, we
hope that students will come to the
. Forum Series to voice their opinions," said Woolf.
Joseph said that the series will
not necessarily provide answers,
but it will generate dialogue.
The first speaker in the series
was Cornell West, chairman of
African American Studies at
Princeton University. West will be
returning at the end of the school
year to speak again. Before his
return, the Forum series hopes to
hold a panel discussion that will
discuss the various points brought
up by West in his last speech. West
believes in "building a community
where all people feel that they can
voice their opinions;" Woolf said.
Carby will be speaking at 9:30
and at noon in the East Hall
Lounge. All students are encouraged to attend.
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Florida looks pretty good for an expansion team
NHL

continued from page 7

prospects are playing in the NHL,
so if any of the players on the big
team don't pan out the Isles will be
bumming in a rather large way.
The "Quiet Superstar" Pierre
Turgeon leads the offense. PT had
a monster season with 58 goals
and 74 assists and he is only getting better. With Steve Thomas
and Derek King flanking his wings,
PT has plenty of targets for his
laser-like passes. Ray Ferraro centers the second line which features
Pat Flatley and Beniot Hogue.
Hogue has been a bonus in the Pat
Lafontaine-Turgeon deal, and his
play has given the Isles yet another
offensive weapon.
The problem with the Isles is
not the scoring, but the amount of
defense that the forwards don't
play. Thomas isn't so bad, but with
his assignment on the top scoring
line there isn't much time for defens~. The defense is in the process of maturing, with youngsters
Scott
Lachance,
Darius
Kasparaitis, and Vladimar
Malakhov manning the blueline.
Uwe Krupp provides a bit of veteran leadership, but this very talented group could use a Rod
Langway or Doug Wilson type to
anchor them. Tom Kurvers just
doesn't cut it.

New York Rangers
Mike Keenan will be a world of
difference for this team. They are
much better than their record indicated lastyear. Teamcaptain Mark
Messier should get along with Iron
Mike, but a conflict between the
two could lead to earthquakes under Madison Square Garden. On
the other hand several Rangers
will nodoubt love Keenan behind
the bench. Portsiders AdamGraves
and Esa Tikkanen should get along
great with Mikey, and their style of
play should make him happy too.
Right wingers Tony Amonte,
Mike Gartner, and Aleksei
Kovalev are among the best unit
the league. With Graves, Tikkanen,
and Ed Olczyk, their portside is
deep as well. Messier, Darren
Turcotte, and Sergei Nemchinov
takecenterice, but after Messier
the defensive qualifications of the
Rangers' pivotmen leaves a lot to
be desired. Should any of these
forwards go down, the Rangers
are in deep trouble. There is little
help on the way from Binghamton
and
first-rounder
Niklas

Sundstrom is at least a year away team is to survive. The situation at
from Broadway.
left wing is much better. Valeri
Besides the lack of youth there Zelepukin, Bobby Holik, and
is a another gaping hole in the Stephane Richer are more than
Rangers armor -~ thedefense. Brian capable goal scorers, but all three
Leetch is a legitimate Norris Tro- are not exactly Frank Selke candiphy candidate and James Patrick dates.
is a solid number-two type, but the
Phlladelphia Flyers
rest ofthe blueline basically stinks.
The Broad Street Bullies aren't
Doug Lidster is underrated, but he bullies anymore, and in a year or
is not a star. Kevin Lowe's best two they won't even be playing on
years are behind him and Jay Wells Broad Street (the soon to built
never had any best years. Sergei Spectrum IT will be behind the
Zubov is a quality youngster, yet famed ave). The hopes ofthis franhis health will be an issue.
chise obviously rest on the shoulThe Rangers' biggest mistake ders -- the very broad shoulders in the offseason was allowing - of one Eric Lindros. Lindros is
goaltender prospect Corey Hirsch healthy and at 20 he is probably
to escape to the Canadian Olym- one of three best players in the
pic Team. Mike Richter and first- league.
year Ranger Glenn Healy are more
Lindros is the number one centhan competent goalies, but Hirsch .ter on the team, but second center
has star potential and a year on Rod Brind'Amour is an All-Star
Broadway would've done him to boot. Vladimar Butsayev shows
betterthanhis time in Lillehammer oodles of potential, and rookie
will. Oh well.
Andre Faust may make an impact
New Jersey Devils
this season as well. Mark Recchi is
Rounding out the contingent of a superstar atright wing and Kevin
New York metropolitian teams are Dineen has been known to score a
the beloved Devils. The best thing couple goals every now and than.
to say about the Devils is that they RookieMikael Reneberg will prohave the best young defenseman vide size (6'2" 190 pounds, to be
in the NHL in the person of Scott precise) and scoring to the starNiedermayer. Niedermayerwill be board side.
All-Star very soon and with
The left side is a potential probveteran Scott Stevens teaching the lem for coach Terry Simpson.
finer points of NHL-ing he should Brent Fedyk will have to repeat
be a star for a long, long time. The for the Flyers to have any scoring
rest of the defense is steady, to say from the port. Per-Erik Eklund is
the least. Bruce Driver, Ken past his prime, and Josef Beranek
Daneyko, Viacheslav Fetisov, and has yet to prove himself on the
rookie Jason Smith make up one NHLlevel.
of the better units in the league.
Defense is another big problem
Goaltenders Chris Terreri and Pe- for the Flyers. Gary Galley and
ter Sidorkiewicz are both quality Dmitri Yushkevich are the
performers and prospect Martin pointmen, but neither is of starBrodeur looks like he is finally qualityyet Recently acquired Yves
ready to make the jump to the big Rac.ine }Vill be looked jJpon to take
time ifSidorkiewicz's injury prob- some of the offensive burden off
lems continue.
the aforementioned tandem. Greg
The offense is a big question Hawgood is a pint-sized runt who
mark and with Broadway Bernie has to play over his head (pun
Nicholls wanting to play in LA to intended) for this unit to excel.
be near his ailing son, the situation
The Flyers do have the best
at center is grave. Aleksandr goaltending duo under the age of
Semak is very good, but after the 23 in the league. Tommy
second year there is a big drop-off.. Soderstrom and Dominic Roussel
Corey Millen has never been asked are both future stars, so don't be
to do as much as coach Jacques surprised to see one elsewhere in
Lemaire will ask of him. Brian exchange for a defenseman who
Rolston will probably play in can lead the attack. Rumor has it
Lillehammer and David Emma has that Steve Duchesne is available never really progressed. Right - interesting, no?
wingersClaude Lemieux and John
Tampa Bay Lightning
MacLean are pretty darn good,
Chris Gratton finally signed and
but Tom Chorske and Bill Guerin the Rich Tocchet lookalike should
must show improvement if this be playing for the Lightning and

making an impact soon. Gratton
adds to the Lightning's depth at
center, which· is better than some
established teams in the league.
All-Star Brian Bradleyshowed that
given enough ice time he could be
a star. Ex-Hab Denis Savard should
provide 50-60 points. The situation on the wings is a different
story indeed. John Tucker, Rob
Zaumner, and Chris Kontos all
faded last year and only Zaumner
will probably be with the team at
season's end. Gerald Gallant's legs
might have a year left, but that is
one big 01' question mark.
Petr Klima will shore up the right
side, but there is no one to spell
him at all.
The defense is pretty dam above
average. Shawn Chambers rebounded from an injury and is
champing at the bit. Roman
Hamrlik, Bob Beers, and Joe
Reekie are all steady, and Hamrlik
showed incredible progress at the
end of last season. Darren Puppa
has been added to the team to
provide some veteran goaltending
(whatever that is) and backup Pat
Jablonski is....well he's okay.

Florida Panthers
Once'again the expansion team

in Florida will be the best of the
lot. In fact, the Panthers will probably be better than the Sharks and
the Senators, too. As soon as firstround pick Rob Niedermayer
(Scott's little brother) steps on the
ice in Miami Arena he will be one
ofthe fastest skaters in the league.
Evegny Davydov and Scott
Mellanby could and should provide at least 20 goals each. Andre
Lomakin showed some promise in
Philly last year. Brian Skrudland
is a good third line center; unfortunately, he will be asked to be a first
line center.
The picture on the blueline isn't
so bad. Brian Benning can be a
pretty decent point guy, and Keith
Brown, Milan Tichy, Joe Cirella,
and Gord Murphy are all pretty
average, which is pretty good for
an expansion team. In goal stands
the -Bieser, John Vanbiesbrouck.
Mark Fitzpatrick is backing him
up, but the two will see a lot of
rubber coming their way.
Don't be surprised if this is a
pretty feisty team. Both coach
Roger Neilson and General Manager Bobby Clarke have been
known to be pretty feisty guys.

an

The Tufts Daily
hopes that y'all
have a lovely day.

Fall Blood Drive
Volunteer Meeting

Thursday, October 7
8:00 p.m.

Eaton 208

October 7, Thursday, S-7 pm

LGB Center's First

Video Night

Blood Drive Dates:
Monday-Wednesday,

October 18-20

POlleOrll, Good COlllllallT antL••

Network Q·s September Video:
Lead StorY IIQueer Jocks:
Northwest Gay Be Lesbian
Summer Sports festival

Call John at 629-7917
for more info.

ll

134A Lewis BaD
Call Jl3770 at the door

Sponsored by American Red Cross and
Dominos Pizza
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Runners keep their speed up " New

CR.OSS COUNTRY

continued from page 7

to get a quick start due to the sheer
number of athletes in the race.
That, according to coach Connie
Putnam, is what ultimately hurt
the Jumbos in the end.
The bespectacled Graham was
able to speak for most of the team
when he summed up the season to

its present point. "I think we're
. .
start10g to get 10 shape as a group.
We've done really well in our
tempo runs. Everyone is fit physically, we just need to fine tune the
tactical aspects of our running."
The next opportunity for such
fine tuning will come this Saturday, October 9, at the Babson Invitational.

The big man to say goodbye·
JORDAN

continued from page 7

and endorsements for products
ranging from sneakers to hot dogs,
Jordan's fame extended far beyond the borders of Chicago and
theNBA.
At last year's Barcelona Olympics, he was treated more as a
potentate or rock star than a bas~
ketball player. In China, he is the

most celebrated figure apart from
Mao Tse-tung -- this in a country
where basketball is not even the
·most popular sport.
"In my mind, he's the greatest
player who ever played the game,
and the most special athlete I've
had the pleasure ofwatching," said
Tom Wilson, president of the Detroit Pistons.

Students to meet with Manos
ECO

continued from page 1
towards a compromise," said Ben
Soule, ECO member and co-author of the proposal.
Senior Alison Feiner, Senate
Trustee Representative and coauthor added, "I'm optimistic that
some policy will be approved by
the Trustees in November. I'm not

sure, however, in what form the
proposal will ultimately be submitted. I hope that the establishmentofa dialogue indicates a willingness to compromise on the part
of the administration."
Tufts Community Union President John Fee also participated in
the formulation of the proposed
policy amendment.

Please recycle
this newspaper.
Dancing In The Streets

Simchat Torah
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detector for breast cancer

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Machinery designed to detect and
analyze flaws in nuclear warheads
and in experimental laser weap"ons soon may be used to provide
women better early detection of
breast cancer.
TheEnergy Department signed
an agreement today for a $3.28
million joint venture between the
department's Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory and a Colorado manufacturer of X-ray equipment to
develop improved "digital" detection technology for breast cancer.
Fischer Imaging Corp. of Denver, a leading maimfacturer of diagnostic X-ray machinery, will finance $2.4 million, while the government will contribute $880,000,
according to the agreement.
The digital technology will allow clearer images for medical
technicians and lead to earlier and
more precise detection of cancers
in the breast, cancer experts said.
Dr. Faina Shtern, chairman of
diagnostic imaging at the National
Cancer Institute, said the new technology, once it is widely used, will
represent "a real revolution" in the
ability analyze breast X-ray images and to detect early cancers.
While a prototype of commercial equipment may be ready for
government review in about a year,
industry and government officials
acknowledged at a news conference that it may take as long a
decade for the new technology to
widely replace the 12,000 current
X-ray machines now in use.
But Morgan Nields, chairman
ofFischerImaging, said, the equipment is likely to be available at
some hospitals much earlier. "We
thin1} it will be compelling for
major medical institutions to take
this technology as soon as they can
get it," said Nields.
He expects the new equipment
to cost two to three times as much
as most conventional X-ray machinery -- but be cheaper to operate.

The digital technology has been
used for years atgovernment weapons laboratories such as Lawrence·
Livermore in California to check
for possible flaws in components
of nuclear weapons, laser weapons and other defense-related hardware.
But some of the government's
machinery costs several million
dollars, compared with roughly
$75,000 for conventional X-ray
equipment used in hospitals.
Thejoint venture is the latest in
an attempt to convert scientific
expertise at government weapons
laboratories into commercial and
civilian uses. Last week, President
Clinton announced a plan for a
joint research and development
effort involving the government
laboratories and the domestic auto
industry to try to develop a cleaner,
more fuel efficient car.
"Our goal would be that we
have this product ready for FDA
(Food and Drug Administration)
approval in 1994," Nields said in
an interview Tuesday.
ClintLogan, the mammography
project leader at Lawrence
Livermore, said it might take a bit
longer, perhaps three years to resolve technical problems and two
more years to obtain FDA approval.
The digital equipment wOlild
provide better image quality, require less radiation dose, allow
detection of smaller tumors and
detect early signs of a problem in
younger women whose breast tissue is more dense, which makes
conventional X-ray machinery less
reliable, said Nields.

Nields said the supercomputers
available at Livermore, one of the
leading government research facilities, also will allow researcherstofindtheoptimumwavelength
to achieve the best image at the
lowest dose levels, thereby reducing X-ray radiation exposure to
patients.
Fischer Imaging hopes to de- .
velop a digital version that costs
"two to three times" what conventional X-ray equipment costs.
Nields said such a price would be
commercially competitive since
the digital equipment is cheaper to
operate, provides cheaper storage
and produces less waste.
Digital mammography uses
electronic radiation detectors to
capture the image created by Xrays passing through the breast. A
converter changes the X-ray energy to visible light. While a conventional X-ray machine captures
"the images on film, the digital system allows it to be viewed directly
on electronic displays similar to a
home computer.
Nields said that because the
image is much clearer, with greater
contrast, it will allow for better
detection with fewer X-rays actually being taken and detect smaller
tumors.
Breast cancer claims the lives
of an estimated 46,000 women in
the United States each year. While
X-ray imaging, alon"g with·pbysical examinations, is considered the
most effective means of early detection, health experts estimate that
a fifth ofmammograms, using cur~
rent conventional technology, fail.
to detect cancers that are present.
',1
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QUALllY COMPUTERS FOR THE MONEY
• All our computer systems are IBM compatible.
• We are service oriented so using a computer will
be made easy. Being a small company, we try
harder to satisfy your every need.

Celebration

Every system Includes: 14" 0.28 dp non-Interlaced monitor. 4 Meg memory.
128 or 256 cache. 170 Meg hard dI1ve. 4-1/2 & 3-1/2 HD floppy drive.
SVGA graphic card. controller card with serial. parallel. mouse & game
port. mouse. mouse pad. mini-tower. MS-DOS 6.0 & WIndows 3.1 setup

Come to our store and see what we carry in the way of ISA and VLB

Tremont Street Shu)
in Cambridge
Thursday, October 7
6:00 p.m.
Tufts students will meet at Curtis hall
(comer of Boston and College Avenues)
to go over to the Tremont Street Shul as a group.

Computer Systems. From ~s low as $1150.00 for a 386DX-40

systems or $1475 for a 486DX-33(Pentium Ready) system.
CD-ROM systems starting as low as $1550.00.,
Save money by upgrading. iilstead of tradiIig in your old computer system.
Open: Man - Sat 9:45-5:45. Wed 11 :00-6:45

Direction: Store located in Teele Square, 15 minute walk from Davis Square. Walk down
Holland Street from Davis Sq., take left at Teele Sq., walk another 5 blocks, across from
Mutual Gas Station: Also on 87, 88, & 89 bus route.

Store Here

o

Broadway

o

Mutual Gas Station

o

...O--------Tuft University

::z:
o

5:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

Meet to walk over
Meet to drive over

Sponsored by the Hillel Foundation at Tufts.
For more information call 627-3242

12~n Broadway. Somerville, MA

Computer Made Easy
(617) 625-2600

:.'_": • . .

Teele Square

§
e-

rn~

o
Davis Square

Printers, low cost CD-ROM and other software available too
computer system warranty for one year on parts and lifetime labor
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Porter's surrender earns her a decade-long sentence
BOSTON (AP) -- Former radical fugitive Katherine Ann Power
was sentenced today to eight to 12
years in prison for the 1970 shooting death of a police officer.
Suffolk Superior Court Judge
Robert Banks exceeded the sentence prosecutors recommended
by also imposing 20 years' probation. Violating probation would
leave Power, 44, liable to a life
term in prison.
"I reject any suggestion that
you are less culpable than your
accomplices," Banks told her. "I
can think of no greater crime than
the one committed by you and
your accomplices."
Power was taken from the courtroom to begin serving her sentence at the state prison for women
in Framingham. She must serve at
least five years, four months before becoming eligible for parole.
She was a Brandeis University
senior caught up in anti-war activities when she drove the getaway car in the Sept. 23, 1970,
robbery. It netted about $26,000,
purportedly for a revolutionary
army. She was not at the bank
when Officer Walter Schroeder
was killed.
The sentencing followed emotional pleas by the slain officer's
children in a packed courtroom
that included the teen-age son who
learned only recently of his
mother's crime.

Claire Schroeder, the slain
officer's daughter and a Waltham
police officer herself, asked the
judge to remember the pain inflicted on her mother and the family of nine children.
Schroeder criticized Power's
earlier statements that her actions
should be viewed in the context of
the Vietnam War era, when many
opponents of the war believed
America's leaders were breaking
laws.
"Millions ofpeople in this country protested the Vietnam War,"
Schroeder said. "But only a handful committed acts of terrorism."
And Schroeder's brother, Paul,
also a police officer, said media
attention heaped on Power was
"salt in the wounds" of the family.
Power's attorney, Rikki
Klieman, said Power did not seek
the attention and sees herself as a
lawbreaker. "Katherine Power is
an accomplice to homicide,"
Klieman said.
Power, fought back tears during a a brief statement before her
sentencing, saying she could not
"say in words how sorry I am for
the death of Officer Schroeder."
As a condition of probation,
thejudge said she would be barred
from making a profit from the
crime. Klieman said Power had
never intended to do so.
And in a letter to the judge,
Power said she accepted full re-

sponsibility for Schroeder's death.
"That I never meant for it to
happen cannot excuse the reality
that my wrongheadedness, my naivete, my willingness to break the
law resulted in the death of an-'
other person. To say that I am
sorry for his death seems so utterly, utterly inadequate."
Power lived under an alias in
Oregon with her husband, Ron
Duncan, and 14-year-old son,
Jaime. She turned herself last
month after 18 months of negotiations with authorities. She immediately pleaded guilty to manslaughter and two charges of bank
robbery.
She also pleaded guilty in U.S.
District Court to helping raid a
government
armory . in
Newburyport three days before the
bank robbery, reportedly to obtain
equipment for the Black Panthers.
She faces a Nov. 24 sentencing in
that case.
Three of the four others involved in the 1970 bank robbery
were captured within days. One is
serving a life sentence, one has
been released and a third was killed
in prison.
Power and her former Brandeis
roommate, Susan Saxe, fled and
hid in women's communes in several states. Saxe, arrested in Philadelphia in 1975, pleaded guilty to
manslaughter and was sentenced
to prison. She was paroled in 1982.

Congressional panels debate on
issues concerning South Africa
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Two
House subcommittees voted
Wednesday to repeal most U.S.
economic sanctions against South
Africa.
One of the panels,the House
African Affairs subcommittee,
narrowly defeated an amendment
offered by Rep. Robert Torricelli,
D-N.J., to freeze any state orlocal
penalties against companies reopening ties with South Africa.
Torricelli said repeal of federal sanctions was unlikely to help
South Africa for up to 18 months
because 27 U.S. states and 125
local authorities have their own
sanctions against investment in
South Africa that could dissuade

U.S. investors until all are repealed.
The repeal bill was sent by
separate voice votes to the full
Foreign Affairs Committee.
By contrast, the Senate voted
swift final passage of similar legislation Sept. 24, shortly after African National Congress leader
Nelson Mandela's declaration at
the United Nations that the time
has come to end sanctions and
restart investment in South Africa.
Some state legislatures don't
even meet every year, Torricelli
said, recalling that only 16 of 62
U.S. local bodies repealed restrictions against investment in

Namibia in its first year of independence from South Africa..
The Senate 'biii' an'd the House
bills merely urge all state and local governments and private
groups to rescind restrictions or
policies discouraging economic
relations with South Africa.
SubcommitteeChairman Harry
Johnston, D-Fla., and Donald
Payne, N.J., opposed amending
the repeal measure they co-sponsored with support of the Congressional Black Caucus.
"I am not a lawyer, but this
(Torricelli's amendment) would
have us pre-empt state and local
laws," said Payne.

Power remained on the FBI's
"10 MostWanted List" until 1984,
when her name was dropped for
lack of leads.
Meanwhile, she had changed
her name and finally settled in the
. Willamette Valley of Oregon as
Alice Louise Metzinger. She
worked as a gourmet chef, taught
cooking classes at a community
college and made nfW friends who
knew nothing of her past.
She also gave birth to her son in
1979 and, with Duncan, her com-

panion of about 13 years, bought a
home. They married last year.
But, her attorneys said, Power
was plagued by depression about
the crime, her secret life and the
loss of years with her family, and
decided she must surrender to face
her past.
Since turning herself in, Power
has been reunited with her parents, siblings and 10 nieces and
nephews born after she went into
hiding in 1970.

Israel and PLO set agenda
CONFERENCE

continued from page 2

I

nomic relations.
Arafat said he had appointed
the chief Palestinian negotiator,
Faisal Husseini, to "solve the issues ofJerusalem" together with a
yet-to-be named Israeli negotiator.
The city is one of the most
troublesome problems in IsraeliPalestinian negotiations.' Israel
claims all ofJerusalem as its capital, while Palestinians want the
~'

•

•

'"-

city's eastern sector to be thecapital of their would-be state.
Rabin declined comment when
asked whether he and Arafat had
discussed demands fOf Israel to
ease a crackdown on suspected
Palestinian assailants.
Husseini told reporters at Cairo
airport that the issue came up. He
said they also discussed Palestinian demands for Israel to free some
of 11,000 Arabs in Israeli jails,
and also a possible return of Palestinians deport~ by Israel.

CANOBIE PAINTBALL GAMES
~
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SERVING BOSTONAND SOUTHERNNH
120 ACRES OF FORTS, VILLAGES AND WOODS
EVERY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
TOP-OF-THE-UNE RENTAL EQUIPMENT
INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS
FULLY STOCKED PAINTBALL STORE

GO AHEAD, MAKE YOUR Di\Y

CALL 603-893-1863

"I speak for the trees for
the trees have no
tongues."
The Lorax, Dr. Seuss
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A-1 AIRPORT - TAXI SERVICE

391·3600
BEST AIRPORT RATES AND SERVICE
($2.50 DISCOUNT 11TH THIS AD)

10% DIJCOUNT TO ALL TUFTS
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
PRIVATE SERVICE (NO OTHER STOPS)
IE ALSO PICKUP AT LOGAN
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Cuban refugees in US
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP)
-- Smugglers transported 25 Cubans to an island offPuerto Rico's
westcoastand, in an unusual move,
U.S. border agents assisted the
refugees on their journey to the
. United States.
Unlike other migrants, Cubans
receive preferential treatment under a 1966 act of Congress, and
Tuesday's group likely will receive
U.S. residency, immigration officials said.
The U.S. Border Patrol found
itself in the position of helping
illegal migrants into the United
States after receiving phone call
about the Cubans from Puerto
Rican officials on Mona Island,
about halfway between the Dominican Republic atld this U.S.
commonwealth.
"Have I ever risked my life to
bring aliens into the country to
stay? No," supervisorMario Villa,
who has worked. a decade for the
Border Patrol, told The Associ-

ated Press after his boat carried
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ecent"reports describe major
roop defections in Bihac area

the Cubans 30 miles through 8SARAJEVO,
Bosnia- BihacleaderFikretAbdicclashed for a resumption of peace talks
foot-high waves.
Herzegovina (AP) -- Government with Izetbegovic loyalists in an . because the Serbs refuse to yield
Villa said the 25 Cubans inforces battled defectors today in area under government control. occupied lands.
cluded six children, the youngest
the separatist northern enclave of Fighting was localized and light,
Van Biesebroeck, speaking in
1 year old. The ,Cubans s~iq they' Bihac.In Mostar, to the south- then eased, said U.N. spokesman Sarajevo, also reported increased
had flown the 'Dominican Re-, west,governmenttroopshunkered Idesbald van Biesebroeck.
shelling ofthe eastern Muslim secpublic as tourists and sought asydown after a night of heavy Croat
Governmentsoldiersh~veskir- tor of Mostar, a city sought by
lum at the airport. The Cubans had
shelling. ,
mished with Abdic's backers since Bosnian Croats as the capital of
Serb-Muslim front lines re- the rebel leader declared the area their new republic.
spent as long as seven months in
the Dominican Republic before mained relatively quiet.
autonomous last week, further
Sarajevo, the capital, was
paying smugglers the equivalent
In Bihac, Muslim-led govern- fragmenting the war-torn repub- spared major fighting today. But
of $80 each to ride in an 18-foot ment forces came to grips with the 'lic. '
sirens sounded a general alarm
boat to Mona Island, Villa said by . reported defection of about 2,500
The Bihac pocket, named for "after increased sniper activity in
telephone.
' : :soldiers to the side of a renegade its major town, is tucked in north- the city center, and some ~treets
Officials from Puerto Rico's 'local leader..
western Bosnia on the border with were deserted.
Deparbnent of Naturai Resources', The defeJ:tions, reported Tues- Croatia. Aid officials say 250,000
In central Bosnia, Sarajevo rafound them on the island Monday day by U.N. officials, would deal to 300,000 people live there, many dio reported Croatforces had wired
..
night. They would be processed at a serious blow to President Alija of them refugees.
Muslim prisoners with explosives
the Border Patrol headquarters in . Izetbegovic as he tries to contain a
Abdic is credited with using his Tuesday and used them as human
Aguadilla, then go to homes of . revolt that saps his thinly stretched prewar business contacts with shields to assault government pofellow Cuban exiles until a federal. militaryresources againsttheSerbs Serbs and Croats to spare the area sitions.
hearing, Villa said.
and Croats.
most of the fighting that has devThere was no independentconThey plan to seek asylum here,
U.N. officials said some fight- astated the r~st of Bosnia.
ftrmation of that by today.
and will probably get residency 'ing resumed in the northwestern
Most local residents believe
unless a criminal record is discov- area today. Bosnianradio reported they would be better off as an
Bosnia's civil war broke out 18
ered for a refugee, Villa said.
rebel forces shooting at govem- autonomous region trading with months ago when ethnic Serbs rement troops in the village of n~ighboringCroats and the Serbs. belled after Muslims and' Croats
Johovica,southofthecityofBihac.
Under an international peace voted to secede from Serb-domi-'
In Velika KIadusa, a rebel strong- plan rejected by the parliament nated Yugoslavia. More than
EARTHQ'lJAKE'
.'
~.
. wouId be d'1- 200,000 have been killed 'o'~~e
hold, snipers were targeting loyal- last week, Bosma
continued from page 1
the Earthquake ReliefFund and to , ist soldiers.
vided into Serb, Croat and. Mus- missing, and 2million m9re'have
.
On
Tuesday,
Bosnian
army
oflim
states. The 860-square-mile been forced from their homes by
and would like the Tufts commu- receive contributions from the
ficials
said
Izetbegovic
met
in
.
Bihac
are!! would be part of the the fighting.
;"
': nity to continue to respond to di- Tufts community. Anyone with
Sarajeyo
with
commanders
from'
Muslim
state.'
,Butmuchoftherecentfighting
sasters like this one.
questions may' call Rajaram
In' Frankfurt, Germany, baspittedCroatsagainstMu~lims,
Members ofthe.Tufts Associa- Krishnan at ext. 2318 or Prof. the Cazin area in Bihac who
tion of South Asians will be set up Sugata Bose at ext. 2~ 12, orlook pledgedloyaitytohisgove~ent.. Bosnia's foreign minister, J'Laps as the former allies vie for land
, As they met, supporters of· Silajdzic, said he saw little chance . unclaimedby the Serbs"':,,"
in the Campus Center this Frlday;:',for ~e R~lief, Fund.'s advertiseOct. 8 to answer questions about mentm :fnday s Dally.

to

a

Group will monitor its funds

"Pakistani vote to detennine/ittitl:l! '

- Write Arts! Write F~atures!! 'Wait.· ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) The party that wins the most ~ttl~~~n~'ofdiSPutes:~~Ishaq
a' min'ute even better. come down ': .,~."-~akistanisf~~ with their third, votes for the 217-membernational Khan that paralyzed the"dduntry.. '
~
,
.
"
,
,
,"n~tlOnal election 10 five turbulent- assembly names the prime minisNeither leader was able to
and write all of our final term
. 'years seemed,fed up :witlithe,. ter.Final results were expected strengthen Pakistan's shaky.~
'" V
h
'd'" 't"h'". ,., ..-:
t
country'srecinringpoliticalprbb- "Thursday mor~ng. .
economy and ease staggering sopapers... 1 ea ,an, en some cu e ...INns, and voter turnout was light Ms. Bhutto IS the daughter of cial problems that include cJUsh-c'
love notes telling us how great ,we " .: today as BenazirBhutto sought'to ,: Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, the prime ing poverty, 75 percent11fi'furacy
return to power.
. . , 'minister who was ousted in a 1977 and escalating drug trafficking.
are and' how much you care, an~.~..' .,. Checks at various polling sta-' military coup and hanged in April::~, - Still, their parties are easily the

Please recycle
this newspaper.
Maximize Your Scores:

LSAT
GRE"
GMAT
MeAT

Courses at Tufts starting soon!
THE
~_'
PRINCETON
_
REVIEW·
We Score More

(617) 558-2828

tions in the impoverished Asian 1 9 7 9 . '
nation suggested less than half of
She rose to power in 1988 after
Pakistan's registered voters had the death of the man who toppled
cast ballots by the time the polls her father, dictator Zia ul-Haq,
.closed.
;restoring democracy after 11 years
Ms. Bhutto's liberal Pakistan of military rule and becoming the
People's Party appears to have a first woman leader of a modem
slight eqge over the conservativ,e ~ Muslim state. But her government
Pakistan Muslim League heade<I' . was dismissed 20 months later by
by millionaire industrialist Nawaz""'President Ghulam Ishaq Khan,
Sharif. But there are no reliable: 'who accused her ofcorruption and
opinion polls and most analysts mismanagement.
saytbe racebetween the two former
She lost to Sharif in the 1990
primeministers.is too close tocall. ballot, but he resigned in July to

The larges~ ,.sperm bank
in the Uiriited States
is looking for donors..

two strongest out of lJ.lore than a
dozen contesting the polls.
It w~snot clear, however,
whether either party wouldbe able
to capture a majority in the national assembly. Without a miljority, the biggest vote-getter could
find it difficult to build a stable
coalition government with the numerous smaller parties.
Hundreds. of supporte~s
mobbed Ms. Bhutto today when'
she arrived to vote in the dusty,
southern village of Naudero,her
hometown. She spent 15 minutes
sitting inside her jeep before police could pull the crowd off the
vehicle.

You Can

ApPlY To Become

MISS MASS. USA@
Officiai Preliminary
Miss USA" Pageant

The goal of the Cambridge California
Cryobank, Inc. is to )jrovide high quality
sperm ·for artificial insemination.
Requirements include good health,
between the ages of 19 to 34, and a
9 to 12 month commitment.

• $200,000 10

u,s.

Winner on Na-

tional TV
• Ages 18-26 as of
Feb. 1
• U.S. CitizenNever married
• College Students

Eligible

NO PERFORMING TAlENT REOUIRED
Call NOW for Free Entry info•

Call for more information:.

(%)~ .497-8646 "'~
COMPLETE- MEDICAL SCREENING
(ALL COSTS "PAID) AND YOU EARN UP TO
$;1.05/WEEK,IF QUALIFIED

.617-266-3280
'ANALDEAoLINEISOcr.'12,1993

What do the
The Tufts Daily,
Elvis Presley and
The Beaties all
have in common?
We ro.ck-n-roll.

Personals
Officers, Organizers, Artists "
Dreamers:
Want free publicity'?Want your event
included in a program distributed to
the whole campus'? Then sendlbring
your event Information to the Stu·
dent Activity Office for inclusion in
the special events calendar! It's free!
SEDUCTIVE
JOSLYN ARNON
Good luck on the GRE's to our
hermana y amigal You'll do great!
love Jennijer and Neha. Also good
luck to all out friends this Saturday
taking the exam!
FREE ADVERTISING
If your organization is planning an
event forthe month of November and
you would like to have some free
publicity come to the Student Activ·
ny Office in the Campus Center. Ask
about the monthly events calendar,
Deadline for November is Tues. OCt.
12.
Heather, Hillary, JC, and Kristen
WelcometoPhi SlgmaSigma We're
all so psyched to have you as our
awesome new neophytes. We're
gonna have loads of fun. Just you
wait. ··L1TP
GAYLE a:1d UNDSAY
3 days until yov lives become normal again. All your hard work and
stressing will pay off. YOU'll both do
great on the GRE's. Good. luck.
L1TP
JENNA, ALLYSON AND RENEE
Or should I say Renee, Jenna and
AJlyson. looking forward to many
more Tuesday senior nights at the
Pub. I didn' even have one beer.
love Stacey-That's Stacey. P.S, to
my Junior friends- SMILE!
Midnight Cllfe'
Doyou like playdough and popcorn'?
Come to a Midnight Cafe meeting
Hodgdon lounge 7:30 tonight! Also
come play with us tomorrow night
form 10-1 in Hotung.
FREE ADVERTISING
If your organization is planning an
event forthe month of Novemberand
you would like to have some fee
publicny come to the student Act,
office in the campus center. ASk
about he monthly events calendar.
Deadline for November is Tues. Od
12.

WRrrERS, ARTISTS
photographers and production
people: Please submit your work to
Queenshead + Artichoke, Tufts' Literary magazine, at Wessell Reserve
desk by OCt. 22

For Sale
KEYCHAIN PEPPER SPRAY
FBI approved· used by 1,100 law
enforcement agencies. Quick actingl Immediately stops anacker!
DrunkslOrugslOogs- for 1/2 hour.
Superlorto mace and teargas. Nonlethal, non-toxic, non-flammable.
Call: 666-4025
FOR SALE:
Full-sized GE refrigerator, just 2 yrs
used. perfect condnion. Great for 23 roommates to share, and this fridge
will last for decades. $275. Call
Melanl,646-8105.
COMPUTERS! ONLY $350
Call Sebastian at 627-7338
MOTORCYCLE
1986 SUZUKI GS 550ES
SPORTBIKE REO & BlK, RUNS
GREAT. $895 or 810. If interested
call Jordan at 623·0781
100% PURE CASHMERE
Blankets and Shavils. Shawis $95.
Twin blankets $195, Queen Size
$250, King size $295. 30 day money
back Guarantee. Great gift for the
holidays. Call 1-800-428-7825, x303

BEAUTIFUL
Lovingly-used rugs: two 6'X9'lndian
Dhuries, wool, rose and grey, $100
each
(orlg, $400). Room-size braided rug,
teal and purple, $50. Two 3x5s, teal
and green, $25 each. Melani 646·
8105.
NAKAMICHI
Car Stereo, AMIFM Cassette, 12
Presets, seek. Dolby, Auto-reverse,
4 channel preamp jacks. Like new.
Great deal for only $110. cali 6297881.
CAR FOR SALE
'86 MAZDA 323 2-door HlB; v.good
condition; 5-sp stick, original AMI
FM Stereo Cass.. AIC, new brakes.
Great gas mileage...Great iii' car for
the big dty! Among recommended
used cars by Consumer's. Guide.
Asking$22000.B.0. Cali 628-1489.
GIBSON LES PAUL STANDARD
(Cherry SUnburst)
With case & Sperzellocking tuners
on sale. For Info please call 617·
395-6580.

Birthdays
Laurence
Happy 18th B.Day love, Isabel

'. Happy 13th Birthday Larryl
Uust kidding) with love. Jenn.

MODEM FOR MACS
e·mail, send and receive faxes in
your dorm room! 9600 baud, less
than 1 year old, perfect cond.. all
software Included, $180 neg. 6298308.

Attention seniors!
There are several companies comIng on campus that would like to
mtervlew liberal arts majors. Please
stop by the Career Planning Center
lor more details. Resumes lor Cycle
2 due at the CPO OCt 19, 5pm.
LCS BLOOD DRIVE
Volunteer meeting lor the fall drive.
OCt 7, Eaton 208, 8pm.
MINORrry JUNIORS AND
SENIORS
Minorny CareerForum Dec. 2, Hynes
Convention canter, Boston 1C-4p.m.
Meet, Interview wi50+ employers·
Mckinsey. Merck, Merrill Lynch!
FREE. Registretlon: send resume
by Oct. 22: Crimson & Brown , 1430
Mass,#1003,Cambridge,MA02138.
Indicate 3 professional preferences
on back. '?'?'? call 617-888-0181.
MINORITY SENIORS
Mu~i·lndustry Information session
with The Boston consu~lng. Merrill
Lynch and Pfizer. Charles Hotel.
Cambridge. MA- Wed OCt. 26,6:309:30p.m. Free. Send resume with
company prllference
(BCG, ML, or, PF) on back by OCt.
22: Crimson & Brown, 1430 Mass
Ave. #1003, Cambridge, MA 021 38.

IWtt1.giVte

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
2 bdrm $650, 3 bdrrn $750 Heat and
hot water incl!'! 8min. walk to campus avail. immed. Call Harb or
Armand. Days 396-8386 Eve:4831045 or 391-6053

22 YR. OLD FEMALE
Looking for roommate(female only)
to share great 2 bed apt. Mod kit +
bath, yard, liv. din. 2 porches. On
Mystic River near Tufts. $400 +1/2
util. call 628·1672
MALE GRAD.sTUDENTS OR
OLDER
For rent in Sgle family home. On 2nd
flr 2-12x14 rms wI decent closetsIg9. Bthrrr.·refrig. kit. prlvilegeswasher-dryer in house- driveway
parking + side sIr-furnished or unfur·
nished'$300 mono per each. Call
395-6070. leave message.
APARTIENT FOR RENT
Teele Sq., Somerville. 2nd flr. -$675,
monthly utilities not incl. 2 bdrms; IIv
rm. kitchen; full bath: backporchconvenienlto"T.. Laundromat;Johmie's
Foodmaster;
contacl
Dora
FlQueiredo, 866-3300.
Looking for female non·smoker
to sublet my room starting spring
semester. 3Bdrm apt. basically on
campus wi large kt•• bthrm, Iv. rm, wI
d and cable. Parking In driveway.
Please call 628-7319.
Apartment for Rent
Clean. bright, safe 6 room apart·
ment. 4 bedrooms.lg. eat-in kitchen,
front & rear porches. 2 min. walk to
campus (Curtis Ave.) Available immediately. Call 617-862-7435.
$1300.
Room In private home
in W. Medford. $28OJm0.• includes
utilities. Furnished, hugeroom. Third
floor privacy, share refrigerator, microwave, etc. On bus line. call 396·
7005 before 9 pm.
seeking 'or a Roommate
Fmle, NIS, gred, stdnt seeking for
the same to live in a beautiful hs In
Winter Hili, Somerville. 2 bedrms. Iv
rom, dn rm, mod. ktchn, dlw, back &
front porch, clean pink bathrm, wall
peper, shiny wood fir, off St. Park.
(No need permn). $300. Noiease, no
secumy dep. 5 min. drlve to Tufts or
take one bus (#89). 2 blocks from
Star Mrkt. Avail. 1011. call Yantl MF 9-5 349-2301 or else 494-8163.

SUBLET:
2nd semester, room in a house of 4
otherfrlendly Tufts sludems. On Electrlc Ave., fully furnished. $2801mth +
util. Call 628-1484
Large and small spts. evailable
Great condnlon, wlthln walking distance to campus. Rents are very ;
reasonable. carl day or night. Ask
for Camillo Or Una 625-7530. Off
campus Jiving Is the bast.

SOFA BED
Full size, comfortable, blue floral prlm
wnh end pillows, $100, call 6259126.

Laurence
Happy 18th Birthdayl
Damon

Events
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Housing
APT FOR RENT
Tuftsarea·5rm,2bdrm.1stfloorapt.
Gaslheat. New fridge. Pkg space.
Avail now.
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE
Two floor, 4bdrm apt wJ1<t din. rm..
IIv. rm., 1.5 bathroom, wood firs,
frontlback porch, storages, backyard, off-st. pkg. avail. wnh two grad
students. 3 min walk to campus and
near bus. $320 piUS 1/3 of util. Avall.
now. Call 395-0332.
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE
Clean furnished 3bdrm apt wJ1<n,lvng
rm and dining rm' Laundry on premises. Off-st pkg avail, near Tufts
and bus. $325 and 1/3 utlls. Call
393-0847.
CHEAP SINGLE ROOM OFF·

CAMPUS!
Just for first sem. Furnished. Next to
Fletcher Fieldl Rent negotiable. Call
Todd @ 627-7625.
ROOMMATES WANTED
6rm.4 bedrm. w/eat·in kit. refrigerator, Iiv. rm wI ceiling fan and light,
C.T. Bath wlw and off st. parking or
3 min. walk to campus. Avail now.
350 Inc. heat and hot water. n83847

Rides
NYC. looking 'or a ride
to NYC Oct 8·11 (fleXible departure
times). Will share driving and expenses. Call Jennifer (during the
day) at 627·3562.
RUTGERS
I need to get there!! If you can give
me a ride there and/or back, please
call Alex at 629-9320. I'm willing to
pay gas $. Any weekend would be
great!!
I'M STILL GOING SOUTH!!
I'm willing to share most axpenses if
you are going anywhere past NYC.
I'm going to D.C. Please call me, I'm
a nice guy. Please!! Call Dan@6299214.

Services
PIANISTS and
INSTRUMENTAUSTS
Lessons and accompanying available by pianists Bonnie Anderson.
Trained at The JuIIiard School and
Boston UniVersity. Anderson Studio, near Porter Square. 776-3174..

Don't reach for the M/MlHammer
Alleviate your Madmosh cornlluter
woes the easy way. save lime.
money, & headaChe and call the
MacWiz! Oller-the-phone help or
house calls. 391·54n.

Notices
LGB C8nter:Video Night
Showing
.
Network Q's September Edition, 57pm, 134Alewis Hall. Call x3770to
get in.

NEED A GERMAN TUTOR?
Call Amanda at 628-1484!
GRAD SCHOOL APPUCATIONS
EXPERTLY rYPED
(Law, Medical. Business)

Women Students are Invited to
the Women's Center
55 Talbot Ave on Thursdays to dis·
cuss with facilitator Peggy Barrett
and each other various topics regarding women. this weeks topic:
Women's Sexualny:Orgasms T,me:
3:3D-5:00pm.

'"386-1124'''
Are your !Ired school aoolicatinn..
. piled high ·on your desk'? Are you
wondering how you're going to In all
your info in those tiny spaces'? Are
you concerned where yOU'll find the
time todo nall beforethe ~eadllnes?
Are your Personal Statemem & Resume professionally typeset & I~r
printed on high qualny paper In a
type style that's attractlVe? No need
tofrel. CALLFRANAT396-1124, a·
specialist in making your appllca·
tlons, personal statement, & resume
as appealing as posslble.

'"RESUMES'''
LASER TYPESET
$25.00 • 396-1124
ImpressiveLaserTypeset Resumes,
featurlng computer storage lor future updating. Your choice of
typestyles, Ind. bold. nalics, bullets,
etc on Strathmore paper. Have your
cover leiters done to match your
Resume! 1-day service avail. 5 min.
from Tufts. (Membarof PAFM/: Pr?"
fess/onal Assoc. of Resume Wnters. Call for FREE 'ResumelCover
Letter GuldeUnes.')
Also, word processing or typing ~f
student papers, gred school appll·
cations, personal statements, theses, mUltiple letters. tapes transcribed. laser printing, Fax Service,
etc. CALL FRANCES ANYTIME AT
396-1124.
"'TYPING AND WORD'"
PROCESSING SERVICE
396-1124
Student papers, theses, gred school
applications, personal statements,
tape transcrlption, f8SUmes, graduetellacu~y projects, multiple letters,
AMCASforrns. Thorough knowledge
of APA, MLAand Chicago Manuals
of Slyle. All documents are ~er
Printed & spell-checked uSing
WordPerfect 5.1. Reasonable Rates.
Quick turnaround. serving Tufts students & faculty for 10 years. 5 min.
from Tufts. CALL FRAN ANYTIME,
396.1124. (Member of NASS-National AssocIatlon 01 secretarial services) AM WORD PROCESSING

TSR AEROBICS

in Hill Hall has stanecl. Pick up a
schedule at the Campus Center Info
Desk or call TSR at 627-3224 for
times.
TUTORING
Need help with Chemistry (EXC,
Organic). Mal..hlIncl.. stats), Physics
or Thermo? MlT.Chem Eng Gred
student avail yaar.RlUIld lor tutorlng
on Tufts campus:CeJl Mike at 3950723. $101M
Back CouIIUy Eiccunlons Tour
centerlLodge
GUided daylong adventures: MIn
Biking, Cycling, CanoeIng, X-Skiing,
Hiking-Whne Mtns. 2 Day PackageBreakfast, Lodging,Snacks only$65
p.person. Rent!ils and Student group
rates available....list2hrs. from Tufts
Info 207~'88 or wme B.C.E.
RFD 2 BOX:365ttJMERICK. ME
04048

r AI CHI·A Mini Course
Wear loose comfortableclolhing and
flat-soled shoes, bring pilloworcushion for sitting meditation. Oct
5,12,19,26. 5-6:30pm, Curtis
Lounge.
Extra cash
Caterer seeks prep, function, and
sales help. Days, evenings, weekends. Experie."ce helpful but not
mandatory. Be ~asponsible, flexible,
energetic. Saia'}' $6 and up. depending on experience. 1 mile from
Tufts on Davis Square bus line. 6663663.
WANTED
Former member of a cult who is
willing to share experiences, even
anonymously, with interested journalist. Contact Lewis Taylor 6299897.
BABYSITTING
Responsible individual sought for
occasional evening care of energetic 10-year-old. Car preferred (15
minutedrivefrom campus).ext.3843
or 662-2973.
Heahhy people aged 18-30
needed for dr..g·free study on circadian rhythms and sleap at Brigham
and Women·s Hospnal. Stay in lab
for 11 or 33 days, up to $2300. Call
Johnette 732-4311.
Chl!:lcare Needed
8·16 daytime hourslweek fordelight·
ful boy (3) and sometimes also girl
(9). Ideal fo~ ;;hild study majorlother
student. Fle,,'ble, can In your sched·
ule! car necessary. Winchester,
near Tufts. $6.50lhour. Please call
Marilyn at 729-1660.
Pianist/aceompanlat
for occasional rehearsals with teen·
ageviolinist,topreparerecnalpieces.
Haydn concerto in C-Majorflrst. For
remuneralion. bien sur! Please call
E. Soos. x2692 or 628-4634.
Counter Help " Delivery Drivers
8 mins. from Tufts at D'Angelo's in
Arlington. Slarting rale$6lhour. Driv·
ers earn $8-10Ihour. $150 tuition
reimburser:1enl available forstudem
who works 4 three hour shiftslWeek.
see mgr., Denise for detaiis. Typical
shifts:l1 :30-2:30, 11 :00-2:00. 12:003:00. Call 843-1110.

ISLAMIC SOCIETY AT TUFTS
WEEK :3 SCHEDULE:
5:3D-6:15:Dinner wllmam (MacPhie
Dining Hall); 6:20-6:55~ndividual mtg
wllmam (209Campuseanter); 7:008:00:lmam's Discussion (209 Cam·
pus Center) ;8:15-9:15:Aqeeda
Class wllmam (Islamic center).
Contact Improvisation Dance
Group
Tuesdays 8-10pm,Jackson Gym
Dance Studio. Gymnastic and martial
arts
principles
of
balance,momentum, extension and
release are used to develop a Ian·
guage of movement in which. the
dancer gives and supports weIght.
Beginners welcome.
rr's WEDNESDAY NIGHT
...are you lonely'? Call 1-900-PA·
PAS FRITAS. And come see us at
T.T. The Bear's et 11 pm, 18+. For $
off, cail Keith at 625-9847
Hey Youl Tufts United Jewish
Appeal
is having a general interest meeting
on Wed. OCt. 13 at 7pm in Eaton
134. All are welcomel Call 6299867 with arty questions.

.JOIN US
For the first meeting of the Midnight
cafe. Get involved in Sound, Setup,
managing or playing. WE have fun
whHe doing a service to the communny. 7:30 Hodgdon Lounge.
TOMORROW NIGHT
The midnight cafe. Come play orjusl
to hang out with popcorn and
playdough toys and games.

There will be a TASA meeting
on Thursday OCtober l'Ih. Efforts for
the earthquake relief fund will be
discussed. Mandatory Attendance
for all TASA members.
Donations for the Indian
earthquake
relief lund will be collected at the
Campus Center this Friday.OCt8th.
No donation is too small. Thank
you.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,OOO+Jmonth + world
treYel (HawaIi, Mexico. the Caribbean, etc.). Summer and Career
employment avallable. No experlence necessary. For more Informa·
tion, call 1-206-634-0468, ext.

Lost and
Found

C5035.

.

GET OfF FOR LESS
Fly as a courier 10 EastlWest Eu·
rope from $199 RIT South Amerlca
Irom $220 RIT. Far East from $395
AlT. Mexico$l99R1T.Super-Cheap
standby fllgh\$ to West coast and
more. NowlfoyaQ$'(212)431·1616.

SPRING BREAK
7 nights from $299. Includes: Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Parties, and more!
NASSAU - PARADISE ISLAND CANCUN-JAMAlCA-SANJUAN.
Organizeasmallgroup-earn FREE
trip plus commission! 1-800·GETSUN·l.

Wanted
Magazine Editorial
Opportunities
BOSTON IMPACT. anew. full-color,
glossy magazir c for Boston area
college students .s looking to fill the
lollowing pos,r:ons:advenising
dlrector,art director, marketing di·
rector, copy editor, departments
editors. Send resume to:BOSTON
IMPACT, Staffi~g Oepartmem, PO
Box 41, Med'ord MA, 02153.
Advertising,art and marketing direc.
tors only please also call:617-6958055. Deadlina: Oct 1, 1993.

SPRING BREAK '94
sell trips, earn cash, & go free!!!
Student Travel services is now hiring campus reps. Call @ 800-648-

4849.
ADVERSE REAcnONS TO
FOOD ADDmVES
" you have adverse reactions to
food additives such as, coloring
agents, monosodium glutamate, or
preservatives and mightwishto p&rticipate in a study conducted at The
Children's HospnaJ, calI1~3
2497.
WANTED
Babysitterllutor needed by 2 school
aged kids in Medford. Help wtth
homework, piano, make dinner.
Wednesday afternoon. 2~, $7Ihr.
References required. Please call
Cathy, 523-3663 (days).

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000.
monthly. Summerlholldayslfulltime.
World travel. Caribbean,Hawali,
Europe, Mexico, Tour guides, gift
shop sales, deck hands, cesino
workers,etc. No experience naces,sary. Call (602)680-4647, XC147.

LOST:SWATCH WATCH
I lost my watch (wiChinese characters for numbers) and a pair of ear·
rlngs in Hill Hall Aerobics Room.
Please call 629-8695 if found. Reward ifretumed-noquestionsasked.
Whoever stole my wicker chair
from Ihe 5th floor 01 Carmichael
around 2:30am Saturday night.
Please Please return because i'm
. going crazy without n. Hope to find
there soon.

n

n

Found: Bracelat
at Frisbee Toumamem on saturday. Call Amanda 628-1484.
T181 C81cu1ator Loat
Somewhere around Halligan or Englneerlng buildings. Has Steve wmten on nunder the power button. can
Steve 629-8747.
Loat' in Anderson 112
HP48 calculatorwlbrown vinyl case.
Please call Michael 81627·7287.

Lost: A black watch with 3
<brings sflpPed over the band.
Left them on·the quad! If you
have them PLEASE call meREL: 629-9358. Reward.

world. witkottt trees. TkeVt iWtt1.giVte t1. world. witkott
yott, All yott egoWtt1.Vti tA.C s ktA.d. &etter recycl e,
.
Qet tke pictttre?

t1.

~-
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Thursda ,October 7 1993

Around Campus

Hey, aJlNNeRS
lJOaJHATIT

Coffeehouse with Jazz and Crafts
Gallery.
Crafts House, 8-10 p.m.

7AK5.'\

Today
Islamic Society at Tufts
General Meeting.
Large Conference Room, Campus
Center, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
LCS Blood Drive
Volunteer meeting for the fall drive.
Eaton 208, 8 p.m.

FoxTrot

by Bill Amend
... AI'tD TAKE oFF
THIS STUPID
WALKMAN.'

--=-=--:
- _... - !

/

Religion :lnd Ethnicity
Masaatsi> Koyoma, "Japanese
Buddhism- Shintoism", MA
candidate, Fletcher School.
MacPhie Conference Rm., 5-7 p.m.

environm~nt)

Spanish House, 8-10 p.m.
Voice for Choice
General Meeting
Crane rm. Paige Hall, 9:00p.m.

and
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Goddard Chapel
Chaplain's Table Mary Casey
Chaplaincy Intern "Is there
something special about being Irish
Catholic?"
Macphie Conf. Rm, 5-7 p.m.
Tufts Christian FeUowship
Come hear Professor Brown speak.
Mugar Hall, 7:15 p.m.

•

Goddard Chapel
Noon Hour Concert
Chapel, 12:30-1 p.m.

•

•

:::::;- .

Tomorrow
ECOc~pon~rMbyTCU

ECO Rally to Divest: Grand Chief of
Cree Indians to speak
Ballou, 3:30 p.m.
Film Series and IGC
Revenge of the Nerds
Barnum 008, 9:30p.m. andmidnight.
Islamic Society at Tufts
Salat-UI-Jumma (Friday prayers)
176 Curtis St, 12:30 p.m.
The Midnight Cafe
Coffee House in D Major
Hoturtg,1O:oo-1:oo
Tufts A~iation of South Asians
1)onation Collecting Table
Campus Center, 10:00 a.m. - 5:00
p.m.
______

Weather Report
TOMORROW

SPECIFICALLY, '(OU THINK
iT WILL LOOK GOOD ON

I'M SURE. "THAi '(OU
ALL HAVE f\ COMMON
VISION ABOUT iHIS
PROiTE.CT. ..

~

Women's Center
Women's Discussion Group:
Women's Sexuality: Orgasms
Women's Center, 55 Talbot. 3:305:00p.m.

Crafts House

DILBERT® by Scott Adams
'HANK '(OU ALL FOR
VOLUNiEERING FOR
MY TASK FORCE. ON
"PI\LMTOP PE.RSONAL
MUlTlf'\EDlf\."

The Midnight Cafe
Organizational Meeting
. Hodgdon Lounge, 7:30 p.m.

TUFTS REPUBLICANS
General Meeting. Braker 20, 7 p.m.
SPANISH HOl'SE
TERTULIA (enjoy snacks and
conversation in a Spanish

Calvin

Tufts Association of South
Asians(TASA)
Emergency Earthquake Relief
Meeting
Eaton 201,9:00 p.m.

:·;:·-.7 '.".

~

YOUR RE.SUMES WHILE

BEING TOO FUTURISTIC

,

REAL WORK.

1t"'lJ'.

9~
~

/;

.

10 GENERATE AN'<

Sunny

'.

,'-

J

,.

Partly Sunny

High:78; Low:59

High:70; Low:48

lLoOl

The Daily Commuter Puzzle
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

rnlt

'ilfl'i}~
~ THAT SCRAMBLED WOAD GAME
~~~~~
by Henri Amold
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one leller to each square, to form

four ordinary words.

CUETI
c ........... _

~

~

o=:r=rr=r:=J

mtD
ASURD

THI~

CAL.L.S
_ FO~ "THE A~MY!
Now arrange the circled letters to .
form the surprise answer. as sug- ,
gested by the above cartoon.

Prlntanswerhere:
Yesterday's

"Listen, Noreen-you wanna be the
photographer next time, be my guest:'

I

D ITllD
(Answers tomorrow)

Jumbles: BEFIT
VOCAL
MARKUP FROTHY
Answer: What they said when they held up the shop FORK IT OVER

Quote of the Day
"I just couldn't go to class today. I had to get a
haircut."
-- Madhu Unnikrishnan, Daily arts editor
Late Night at the Daily

ACROSS
, 1 Desire
5 Fad
10 Make
arrangements
for
14-bellum
15 Hayes or Reddy
16 Mature
17 Pivotal point
18 Like campus
walls
19 If not
20 Make possible·
22 Overcoat
24 Sea bird
25 Ornamental
border
26 Weapons
warehouse
29 Jailbird
33 Aim
34 King and Aida
35 Selma's state:
abbr.
36 Plays on words
37 Bell sound
38 Deer
39 Conducted
40 bye process
41 Ice or roller end
42 Dominated
44 Cooked a
certain way
45 Winglike
46 Float
47 Light color
50 Writer Christie
53 Mormon state
54 Picture
57 Branch
59 Burrowing
mammal
60 Atelier item
61 S1. -'s fire
62 Mimic
63 Interprets
64 Pack
DOWN
1 Servicewoman:
abbr.
2 Concerning
3 Astound
4 Six-sided
figures
5 Unfriendly
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6 Make merry

7- Pasha
8 A letter
9 Permanent
10 Magician's word
11 Sing
12 Church area
13 --do-well
21 Reynolds or
Lancaster
23 Minus
25 Hot dog
26 A pome
27 City in France
28 Object' to
29 SCotti, fabric
30 Relatir... ."l birth
31 Gladden
32 Stormed
34 Modify
37 Disdainful
38 Ninepins game
40 Bundle
41 Upholstered
item
43 Shaving suds
44 Rolls with holes

46 Carried on, as
war
47 Big cat
48 Above
49 Shopper's
delight

51 Sword handle
52 Bullets
55 Actress West
56 - matter of
fact
58 Fidc;tlestick

